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The objective of this Research Project is to investigate and evaluate what impact the 
implementation of a light rail mass transit system and pedestrianisation has on the main street of a 
central business district. 
The question to be answered by the research undertaken is what the impact is of replacing motor 
vehicles with a light rail mass transit transport system on Pedestrian Mobility and Safety?  
A Case Study will be used to give specific answers to the question and whether the results align 
with the broader synthesis findings of the literature review on pedestrian mobility and safety.  
1.2 Background 
George Street is the original main street of Sydney. It runs south to north connecting the Central 
railway station to Sydney Harbour. The George Street of 2010 was heavily dominated by motor 
vehicle traffic with low priority given to pedestrian needs. 
In 2013 the NSW State Government in conjunction with the City of Sydney Council entered into 
an agreement to deliver the George Street Light Rail project as part of the NSW Governments 
Long Term Transport Master Plan. 
A literature review undertaken as part of this research Project identified that there is a worldwide 
trend to remove motor vehicles from central business districts and replace them with a light rail 
system to address sustainable transport needs to support urban development. 
The literature review identified that there were several performance indicators for both pedestrian 
mobility and safety that were both physical and psychological. The review found that there is a 
lack of data to quantify the impact or extent of impact a light rail system has or may have on 
pedestrian mobility and safety. 
It is the aim of this project to collect and analyse data on a before and after scenario for the George 
Street light rail project. The results of the data collection will be used to make recommendations 
on what impact the introduction of light rail and pedestrianisation has on pedestrian mobility and 
safety in a central business district. This data can then be used to assist City Planners and 
Government decision makers in making better informed decisions.  
1.3 Methodology 
A quantitative and qualitative bounded single case study methodology was used analysing the 
completed sections of the George Street light rail. 
This allowed for an investigative case study using a mixed method research approach of both 
qualitative and quantitative primary and secondary data. Primary data collected for physical 
determinants were pedestrian volumes, travel times and space allocation for the post light rail 
construction scenario. Secondary data was the pre light rail construction data published by the City 
of Sydney Council. 
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Qualitative primary data was collected for a walkability audit of the completed sections of the light 
rail which allowed a valuation of the psychological determinants of pedestrian mobility and safety.   
1.4 Key Outcomes 
The comparison of pre and post light rail construction data for the completed sections of the George 
Street light rail showed there was an increase in pedestrian volumes, a decrease in travel times, 
increase in space allocation for pedestrian use, an increase in pedestrian movement capacity, an 
increase in walkability rating and a decrease in pedestrian injury accidents. This resulted in a 
conclusion being made that the pedestrian mobility and safety along this section of the light rail 
route had a positive improvement of the order of 20-30%.  
The pre and post space allocation for pedestrians shows an increase in width available for 
pedestrian priority and reduction in pedestrian crowding for the completed sections. Initial data for 
pedestrian accidents indicate that the number of accidents has decreased, however further work is 
required to make definitative statements as the light rail is still not fully operational. There have 
been mendia reports on accidents occurring between pedestrian and light rail during testing and it 
is highly likely that there will be accidents, however the frequency is unknown at this stage. 
These outcomes indicate that for the completed sections of George Street there is a positive impact 
on pedestrian mobility and safety, however it is recommended that data collection be continued 
once the light rail becomes operational in December 2019.   
1.5 Further Work 
The George Street selected Case Study is near completion which is anticipated to be opened for 
public use in December 2019. This will allow for more data collection to further verify the findings 
of this project. 
1.6 Conclusions 
The findings of this project using the completed sections of the George Street, Sydney Light Rail 
Project are that the introduction of a light rail mass transit system to replace motor vehicles in a 
central business district has a positive impact on Pedestrian Mobility and Safety. 
These findings agree with the broader synthesis from a literature review that light rail transport 
systems support urban development and improve pedestrian mobility and safety. 
Keywords: Light Rail, Pedestrianisation and Mobility. 
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3 CHAPTER 1 – OBJECTIVE and BACKGROUND 
3.1 Objective 
The objective of this research project is to investigate and evaluate pedestrian mobility and safety 
in a congested urban environment. The aim is to evaluate what impact the introduction of a light 
rail mass transit system and pedestrianisation has on pedestrian mobility and safety the main 
street of a central business district. The question to be answered is what is the impact on 
pedestrian mobility and safety of removing motor vehicles from the central business district by 
introducing a light rail transport system? 
The research project adopted a single case study methodology to draw conclusions on what the 
impact is. A case study analysis gives specific data to a scenario and it is intended to analyse this 
data to verify the broader synthesis of findings from the literature review on the subject. The 
Title of the selected case study is – What is the Impact of Light Rail on Pedestrian Mobility and 
Safety in a CBD – Case Study George Street, Sydney. 
3.2 Background 
George Street, Sydney is the City’s original street developed as part of the first settlement in 
Australia. It was originally a track for the indigenous Eora people leading to the foreshore of 
Sydney Harbor. Later it provided a connection between convict camps at The Rocks to brick pits 
that were established near today’s Central railway station.  The track evolved to a route that 
became Sydney’s transport spine that connected Central railway station (built in 1855) with the 
General post office (built in 1860), the Town Hall (built in 1880) and Circular Quay at Sydney 
Harbor (Council of City of Sydney 2015). 
Electric trams were established at the turn of the century that connected neighborhoods around 
Ultimo and Pyrmont to George Street as well as the emerging financial district of Martin Place. 
Electric trams were replaced by diesel buses after the Second World War (Council of City of 
Sydney 2015). 
The George Street of 2010 prior to the Light Rail Urban Renewal Project was dominated by 
vehicle traffic associated with private cars, buses and commercial delivery trucks. Buses cause 
the greatest visual, acoustic and air quality impact with the result being that the street no longer 
functioned efficiently for pedestrians or private vehicles. The street was characterized by; low 
pedestrian priority; overload of buses; poor pedestrian amenity; noise; inactive public domain 
connection; limited cycling and active transport options (Council of City of Sydney 2015). 
Figure 1 shows an image of George Street in 2010 looking north between Bathurst and Town 
Hall with heavy motor vehicle and bus traffic dominating the corridor (Council of the City of 
Sydney 2017). 
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Figure 1 View of George street pre light rail looking north towards Circular Quay from Town 
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Figure 2 shows an image of George Street at the Town Hall intersection with heavy bus 
congestion dominating. Pedestrian movement is restricted by the dominance of buses. (Council 
of the City of Sydney 2017) 
 
Figure 2 Intersection Town Hall Square and George Street pre light rail. Source: (Council of the 
City of Sydney 2017) 
 
These two figures show the characteristics identified by the (Council of the City of Sydney 2015) 
of the street prior to the light rail project. The figures show a heavily congested street dominated 
by motor vehicles with low priority given to pedestrian mobility and safety. It was these 
characteristics that drove both the local council and State Government to consider options to 
improve pedestrian mobility and safety.  
The Urban Renewal Transformation of George Street is a joint project funded by the NSW 
Government and City of Sydney Council. De Bruijn and Veeneman (2009) found from the 
analysis of fifteen light rail projects throughout The Netherlands that the joint co-operation of all 
levels of government are required to ensure the success of such urban renewal projects. 
The NSW State Government and City of Sydney Council entered into an agreement in December 
2013 to deliver the George Street Light Rail Project. A review of the NSW Government Planning 
website revealed that the project delivers on the following State Planning Policies; A City of 
Cities: Metropolitan Strategy – NSW Government 2005; Metropolitan Plan for Sydney 2036 – 
NSW Government 2010; Sydney’s Light Rail Future: Modernizing Sydney’s Trains – NSW 
Government 2012; Draft NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan – NSW Government 2012; 
Sustainable Sydney 2030: The Vision – City of Sydney  
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The City of Sydney Council had a vision to transform George Street into a pedestrian and 
sustainable transport Boulevard (Council City of Sydney 2015). The vision included the corridor 
having unique paving, lighting and artworks. The aim was to transform this major street of 
Sydney into a high-quality connected pedestrian environment in the heart of the retail, business 
and civic center of the City. Figure 3 shows the City’s vision of George Street along the light rail 
corridor.  
 
Figure 3 City of Sydney vision of George Street along light rail corridor. Source: (Council of the 
City of Sydney 2015) 
 
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show an artist’s impression of the light rail at key intersections along the 
George Street route.  
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Figure 4 Artist Impression of George Street Light Rail between Bathurst and Market Street. 
Source: (Council of the City of Sydney 2017) 
It is the objective of this research project to assess what the light rail does to the George Street 
road corridor in terms of pedestrian mobility and safety. These images compared to Figures 1 
and 2 clearly show that the light rail will transform George Street from a corridor dominated by 
motor vehicles to one that prioritizes pedestrian mobility and safety.  
 
 
Figure 5 Figure 5 Artist impression of George Street light between Market and King Street. 
Source: (Council of the City of Sydney 2017) 
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The images show that pedestrians are expected to be able to move freely in this scenario. It is 
this project’s objective to collect data to measure the pedestrian mobility and safety 
transformation of selected sections of this street to test if the light rail conversion has improved 
pedestrian safety and mobility. 
 
Figure 6 Actual light rail being tested along George Street-September 2019. 
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4 CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW  
4.1 Background 
A review of research has been conducted to analyse and synthesise the current scholarly opinion 
on the impacts of taking motor vehicle traffic out of a central business district by introducing a 
light rail system. The review of published literature and research addressed: Light rail 
implementations around the world, in Australia, the link between light rail and higher-density, 
pedestrian safety and pedestrian mobility. 
In particular, the literature review attempts to identify performance indicators to quantify what 
impacts a light rail transport system may or may not have on pedestrian safety and mobility in a 
central business district. 
To obtain the information required for the literature review I searched the following databases 
for relevant references; University of Southern Queensland library scope and e-print; National 
academies of sciences, Engineering and medicine; Researchgate.net; Google scholar; Institute of 
transportation engineers digital library; International road research database; Organization of 
economic cooperation and development library; National transit database safety and security 
reports; The European commission’s transport website.  
The search method was to view the disciplines of transportation and urbanisation with search 
terms used; urban renewal, pedestrianisation, walkability, pedestrian safety, pedestrian mobility, 
walking environment and indicators.  
A review of published literature of light rail systems around the world and in Australian was 
undertaken to gain an understanding of how light rail was being used in urban environments. 
4.2 Light Rail - Around the World 
A light rail system can carry a significant number of more passengers than motorised buses. 
Wilkie and Peterson (2010) in their transport position paper which considered the benefits of 
light rail concluded that a single light rail carriage could carry 200-300 passengers which is 
doubled if the two carriages are coupled together. Wilkie (2010) found that each light rail vehicle 
carries the passengers that three double articulated buses would carry enabling up to 12,000 
passengers per hour to be conveyed. 
 Ludlam (2019) found that people were more comfortable using light rail than buses and that 
they felt confident and safe using the service. These are important characteristics required of a 
transport system that encourages the public to use it. Ludlam (2019) and Wilkie (2010) also 
found that Light rail was the most energy efficient of the transport modes. Governments around 
the world are adopting the principles of environmental sustainability and are keen to use 
transport systems that minimise the impact on the environment. Ludlam  (2019) reports that; 
Cities with light rail have 41% lower energy use per passenger/km than cities that use buses, 
23% lower transport emissions per capita and 38% fewer transport deaths. 
The last twenty years has seen the use of light rail increase to address sustainability issues such 
as urban congestion, climate change and reliance on fossil fuels around the world. Wilkie (2010) 
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reports that there are over 400 cities around the world which have light rail. This report of Wilkie 
(2010) also states that many of the capital cities of Europe have urban design characteristics, 
such as high-density living and walkable streets that make them conducive to light rail. Figure 7 
shows the extent of light rail systems throughout Europe with Germany having the highest 
number of light rail systems. Cities such as Munich, Zurich, Berlin and Copenhagen all operate 
efficient light rail transport systems.  
 
Figure 7 extent of light rail systems in Europe per country and population Source: 
https://www.uitp.org/sites/default/files/cck-focus-papers-
files/errac_metrolr_tramsystemsineurope.pdf, viewed 30/4/19 
 
This report also found that light rail is becoming more popular in the United States, Asia and the 
Middle East because it is a sustainable form of transport.  
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Motor vehicles were not an affordable mode of transport to the general public during this period 
in Australian history.  
During the 1960 -1970 period with the motor vehicle becoming readily available to the wider 
community and the government transport funding cuts most of these tram systems in the capital 
cities were removed (Burke 2013). Melbourne being the only Australian capital city to maintain 
its city tram network (Ludlam 2019). These older electric tram systems were based on a streetcar 
concept where the trams operated within the road carriageway and therefore competing and 
mingling with motor vehicles. This created traffic congestion and slow travel times for the trams. 
Melbourne had some of the slowest travel times for trams with average speeds of less than 
15km/hr (Currie 2008). These older tram systems also had significant safety issues as commuters 
had to wait at kerb side stops and often had to cross traffic to get on and off the trams which lead 
to pedestrian accidents. Melbourne trams had an annual pedestrian related accident rate of 
between 38-52 accidents according to (Currie 2011).  
Australia like the rest of the world is returning to light rail as a mode of sustainable transport to 
reduce the impact on the environment whilst supporting urban renewal development and 
improving public health.  The key change in the modern light rail is the separation of the travel 
path of the light rail from the vehicle carriageway and the provision of its own transport corridor 
thereby removing the potential for conflict between vehicles and pedestrians and improving the 
travel time for the modern light rail (Currie 2011). 
Melbourne is identified as having the world’s largest light rail system with over 250km of track 
located in the centre lanes of roads which are shared with vehicles. It has over 1800 stops located 
kerbside where passengers must interact with road traffic (Currie 2006). It is a well-established 
integrated transport system which covers suburbs east, west north and south of the CBD. 
According to (Ludlam 2019) and (Wilkie 2010) it is a popular mode of transport with catered for 
approximately 206,000,000 passenger trips annually in 2017/18 (Wikipedia Contributors 2018). 
Figure 9 shows the vast extent of its network which covers the City in all directions. 
The contemporary trends in Australian light rail over the last ten years shows; Light rail ridership 
has increased by 46% between 2001 and 2011, with the greatest increase being in Melbourne; 
Overall public transport patronage for this same period only increased by 9% indicating that light 
rail is becoming the most popular form of public transport; Sydney and Adelaide experienced 
increase of approximately 40% (Burke 2013). 
All capital cities except for Brisbane and Darwin of the Australian States have or are currently 
constructing light rail transport systems. Major projects are under construction in Sydney and 
Parramatta. Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide and Gold Coast have established light rail, while 
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A snapshot of the current status of light rail in Australian cities is given in Table 1 (Burke 2013). 
Table 1 - Current light rail projects in Australian Cities, source: (Burke 2013). 
























Established        
Melbourne City wide unknown 250 no 1800 450 560,000 
Adelaide Glenelg -  unknown 15.0 yes 27 500 25,000 
Recently 
constructed 






172 10.0 Yes – 
100% 











614 12 Yes -100 
% 






370 2.7 Yes -50% 6 450 5000 
Under 
Construction 
       
Sydney – 









       
Perth Perth -
Mirrabooka 




2,400 12 Yes – 
100% 
16 700 25000 
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It is evident from this review of the published reports on light rail in Australia that the common 
objectives by the relevant State governments are; to clear busy central business districts from 
motor vehicle traffic congestion; provide higher capacity active transport options for the public; 
provide the platform for urban residential and commercial land use redevelopment; Provide a 
link between key community health, educational and employment centres. 
 
 
Figure 9 Melbourne light rail/streetcar network (Burke 2013) 
Light rail is being adopted by State Governments as a mode of sustainable transport that will 
support urban development (Development 2019). Urban renewal increases population and 
therefore the safe movement of people within the urban environment in which they live, work 
and play is a key component that needs to be considered by planners. 
The next section of this literature review will evaluate research on what impacts light rail has on 
urban renewal and how pedestrian mobility and safety are key components of urban renewal 
projects. 
4.4 Urban Renewal – Impacts of Light Rail 
The Australian Governments Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development Bureau of 
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics produce an information sheet on basic facts 
about the Australian transport system. 
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In 2013-14, 70% of passenger travel was done on roads in motor vehicles and 4% by rail with 
55% of travel occurring in the nation’s capital cities with the figures scarcely changing over the 
last 40 years (Development 2019). 
In terms of urban travel by mode of transport the same publication similarly shows little change 
over the last 40 years. The same information sheet concludes that the car is the dominant mode 
of transport because unless people live close to a rail network the time and cost involved in 
switching modes of transport outweighs the convenience factor provided by rail. In other words, 
to make rail more attractive people must live within walking distance of the rail stations. To 
encourage this Government Planning Policies, need to encourage Urban Renewal development 
and provide sustainable transport modes to support the higher density living resulting from 
Urban Renewal. Light rail provides the transport mode necessary for high density living it allows 
the community to be able to get to and from their homes and places of work. 
 
Figure 10 Mode share of urban passenger travel by transport mode 1970-2014 – source. 
http://www.bitre.gov.au, viewed 25/4/19 
Brown and Currie (2013) in their review of Light Rail in Australia reveal that the introduction of 
Light Rail in the Melbourne CBD has seen a 46% increase in patronage and concludes that light 
rail is a sustainable form of transport to support higher density development associated with 
urban renewal projects. Similarly, (Brown and Werner 2008) conducted interviews with 
residents of a high-density development adjoining a light rail project in the United States of 
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America. The results indicated the respondents were more likely to use the light rail because of 
the convenience and reliability and were therefore more active as they would walk to and from 
their place of residence to the station and then station to destination. This leads to the conclusion 
that light rail provides both a public health benefit and a sustainable mode of transport to support 
higher density developments in urban renewal projects. 
Higher density development through urban renewal leads to more people living and working in a 
smaller area and therefore mobility and safety of the community is a key consideration of such 
projects.  
Giles-Corti and Macaully (2014) also discussed in their case study review of the Melbourne 
CBD North West region that evidence shows that higher-density, mixed use, pedestrian-friendly 
neighbourhoods encouraged active modes of transport including walking. They however found 
that there was little by way of benchmark data available to measure the change in walkability or 
the benefits provided by urban renewal projects involving pedestrianisation of CBD areas. 
Ludlam (2019) agrees with Giles-Corti and Macaully (2014) that high population centres where 
there is a critical mass of people within easy walking distance or can cycle to and from their 
home or place of work to the light rail station is the key to successful public transport and urban 
renewal projects. 
These published documents agree that urban renewal encourages active transport and that there 
is a correlation between building activity associated with high density development and 
pedestrian mobility. The research also shows that light rail is a sustainable form of public 
transport to support high density development. However, the study by (Giles-Corti and Macaully 
2014) found that there is a need to establish methods and data to measure what impact or the 
extent of change to the walking environment is associated with pedestrianisation projects that 
remove vehicular traffic from a CBD. 
This project will be a step in the direction of answering the question raised by (Giles-Corti and 
Macaully 2014). The next section of this literature review considers academic work undertaken 
on pedestrian mobility and what determines pedestrian mobility and the pedestrian mobility 
environment. 
4.5 Pedestrian Mobility 
Promoting and building walking environments in our cities is a key component of achieving 
sustainable mobility patterns (Soria 2013). Urban mobility is continuously changing as a result of 
advances in transportation and communication systems. Walking is a key function of urban 
mobility and is a sustainable form of transport as it has the following sustainable benefits; 
environmental – reduces air pollution by minimising car emissions; social – improves public 
health by encouraging people to be active; economic – Promoting commercial activity through 
connecting people to commercial developments. 
This paper aims to gain insights through this literature review to identify factors that define 
Pedestrian Mobility and assess their performance so they can be used as a planning tool.     
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Pedestrians walk every day to satisfy their basic needs and they need an environment that reflects 
their needs. To measure pedestrian mobility performance indicators are needed to measure 
performance and allow estimation of benefits or progress. Indicators are variable parameters that 
enable town planners and city decision makers to gauge whether the decisions they make are 
heading in the right direction. Performance indicators will enable the quality of urban pedestrian 
mobility to be measured against goals of economic, social and environmental sustainability 
(Amoroso 2012). 
Studies over recent years concerning pedestrianisation of cities are orientated towards the land 
use planning concepts and the development of walking audit instruments. Ewing (2011) 
mentioned the link between land use patterns, transport modes and perceptual qualities that affect 
people’s choices in electing to walk. This finding agrees with that of both (Giles-Corti 2014) and 
(Ludlam 2019) in that high-density land use near convenient modes of transport (light rail) 
encourages people to walk.  
Increased car traffic volumes undermine the quality of life in urban environments. Sustainable 
transport systems are essential to urban planning policy. “The healthiest and most sustainable 
modes of transport are walking (and cycling). Even car drivers become pedestrians to complete 
a trip, and effective public transport depends on people being able to walk comfortably to 
stations and stops” (SUSTRAN 1996, p.3). 
Many pedestrianisation projects undertaken in cities around the world were in response to the 
increase traffic volumes associated with increase car ownership during the 1950s and 1960s 
(Newman 1999). Studies by (Haas-Klau 1997) and (Zacharias 2001) identified the need to 
segregate pedestrians from motor vehicles promoting the concepts of boulevards and 
pedestrianizing of major shopping street in cities. Marshall (2001) on the other hand, promoted 
the concept of integrating pedestrians and motorized modes of transport other than the vehicle 
i.e. buses, rail and light rail. Others like Adkins (2012, p. 501) defined the walking environment 
as “a space dominated by pedestrian movement, where other modes including motor vehicles 
may have a place, but where pedestrians clearly have movement priority”. This definition leads 
to the conclusion that the walking environment is where pedestrian priority ends, and other forms 
of movement take over. This definition aligns with the concepts put forward by (Zacharias 2001) 
of separation of pedestrians and transport which is what is achieved by the introduction of a light 
rail system to replace vehicles and the pedestrianizing of the rest of the road reserve corridor. 
These concepts of the walking environment with a mix of defined pedestrian and transport 
corridors connected to adjoining high density land uses leads to the concept of a Pedestrian 
Mobility Environment (PME). (Bertolini, 2003) defines the mobility environment as a 
combination of accessibility and proximity features or the interrelation of the following 
characteristics; available transport modes – how do people travel from place to place; land use 
patterns – urbanisation and high-density mixed-use developments; pedestrian characteristics – 
what do people want in their walking environment. 
The concept of the Pedestrian Mobility Environment (PME) being a complex integration of land 
use and transport mode is also presented in studies by (Cervero 1997) (Ewing 2001) (Naess 
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2009) (Cao 2009) and (Pitombo 2011) these studies have led to a comprehensive understanding 
of the variables that have the most impact on land use and transport modes and their impact on 
pedestrian mobility. 
The most significant characteristic identified in these studies is the need for pedestrians to be 
able to walk on a structured path or pavement. Other characteristics found to have major 
influence on the pedestrians and their desire to walk are; pavement/ path width; pavement/path 
surface; path connectivity; safety and aesthetics. 
Mixed, diverse and high-density land use near sustainable transport modes were found by 
(Badland 2005) and (Salens 2008) to be key indicators that promote walking and create a 
pedestrian mobile environment. This reinforces the concept that urban renewal resulting in more 
people living and working in a more confined area leads to a more pedestrian mobile 
environment. However, the research shows that there is little quantitative data to support this 
concept. 
Environmental factors from a psychology and health viewpoint that encourage pedestrians to 
walk were found by (Owen 2004) to be; street furniture; street trees; shade and cleanliness. 
These factors appeal to a pedestrian’s thought process when making the decision to walk. They 
are factors that make a pedestrian feel safe, comfortable enjoy the trip (Pikora et al 2003). 
The role of walking is an essential element of planning the urban growth of a city. Bazirk (2010) 
identifies the importance of pedestrian connectivity and neighbourhood walkability as the basis 
for strategic planning and growth of a city. This report identifies that connectivity of walking and 
public spaces as essential to achieving environmental, social and health improvements for a city 
and that local, state and national transport policies should all focus on this aim. This finding 
agrees with (De Bruijn and Veeneman 2009) which also found the importance of all levels of 
government policy being focused on the common aim. 
Giles-Corti and Macaully et al. (2014) also concluded that there was a correlation between 
walkable neighbourhood’s and higher density land use that encouraged people to be more active 
and walk between destinations. They found that street connectivity and high-density 
development were key components of encouraging use of active transport modes. This in turn 
leads to improved public health and associated benefits socially and economically to the 
community. The study conducted by (Giles-Corti and Macaully et al. 2014) considered a 400m 
radius around key access points in parts of North West Melbourne and its findings support the 
view of the benefits of walkability and provides evidence that creating walkable connected 
neighbourhoods in high density occupation rates will improve the health and well-being of 
Australians as well improving the environmental and economic sustainability of Australia. 
Van Hagen (2009) and Alfonzo (2005) agree on an established hierarchy of pedestrian needs in a 
pedestrian friendly urban environment shown in Figure 11. These factors determine a person’s 
decision to walk and urban and transport planners must consider pedestrian needs when planning 
a city. 
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Figure 11 Hierarchy pyramid of pedestrian needs in public spaces - source: 
http://www.researchgate.net/publications, viewed 5/5/19 
 
Soria (2013) found that the predominant factor that effected the mobility/walking environment 
was the Transport Mode factor, followed by Land Use and then Pedestrian factors. The transport 
mode factors are associated with the physical characteristics of the walking environment such as: 
In conclusion the research show that there are three common components to define pedestrian 
mobility, walkability and the walking environment. These components can be categorized as; 
transport-based factors-including how the pedestrian gets from point to point and considers 
influences such as traffic, pavement width, pavement type, pavement slope and space allocation; 
land-use factors include land use type, density, connection to transport modes and pedestrian 
factors including convenience, shade, street furniture, cleanliness, safety. 
The transport mode factors are physical determinants while the pedestrian factors are 
psychological determinants. The physical determinants are measured data that can be collected 
on site and will form primary data sources. (Amoroso 2012) points out that while physical 
determinants of pedestrian mobility are simpler to measure psychological determinants of 
aesthetics, comfort and safety are not easily measured. They are highly subjective and arbitrary. 
The next section of this review will look at research undertaken on measuring pedestrian 
mobility and the walking environment. 
4.5.1 Measuring the Pedestrian Mobility Environment - Determinants 
Performance indicators or determinants are meant to generate more effective decisions through 
monitoring and measuring the process of change. To this effect it is essential to monitor and 
measure the impacts urban activities have on mobility. Martincigh (2010) in a report on use of 
indicators to measure transformation finds that a way to measure the change in mobility is to 
assess and measure walkability and to do this a walkability audit is an appropriate tool. 
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Davies (2009) recommended the Pedestrian (PERS) Environment Review System which is 
extensively used in the United Kingdom. Another tool for the evaluation of walking environment 
is the Pedestrian Environmental Quality Index (PEQI), developed by the San Francisco 
department of public health. This tool is a qualitative assessment that considers; traffic volume, 
street design, land use and safety. 
The Western Australian Government department of transport developed an audit template that 
considers the following characteristics of the walking environment; general impressions of travel 
path; footpath location; footpath condition; light rail and road crossings; public amenities; space 
allocation and safety (Australia the department of transport WA 2019). 
Hutabarat (2009) found that well maintained connected footpaths, with low vehicular traffic 
travelling at low speeds, separation of pedestrians from traffic and high-density secure travel 
paths for pedestrians were common characteristics in walkability audits. 
Litman (2004) suggests that walkability needs to consider factors such as; quality of pedestrian 
facilities, roadway conditions, land use patterns, community support, security and comfort of 
walker. This study like that by (De Bruijn and Veeneman 2009) also confirms the importance of 
Governments at local and national level to coordinate and consider the overall pedestrian 
environment with sustainable transportation and urban renewal. 
The Litman (2004) report recommends the following four categories of characteristics that are 
common when considering the performance of walkable communities; green living space 
including a hierarchy of connected neighborhood pocket parks, local parks, central squares canal 
corridors; vibrant mix of land use including a mix of employment generating, commercial and 
high density residential uses; sustainable Integrated Transport including light rail, bus routes, 
connected walkable streets, cycle ways and distributor roads; variety of local facilities including 
shops, primary schools, community facilities and entertainment.  
Pikora (2003) discusses the categories of indicators shown in Figure 12. These indicators are 
predominantly physical determinants that relate to path characteristics, urban landscape, traffic 
volume and speed, personal safety and access to facilities. 
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Figure 12 Public space features that influence walkability and pedestrian mobility. Source: 
http://www.researchgate.net/publications, viewed 5/5/19 
 
Soria (2013) found that the predominant factor that effected pedestrian mobility and the walking 
environment were the physical characteristics of the walking environment such as; pavement 
type; street design; street Connectivity; traffic volume and speed and space allocation. These 
characteristics are like the ones identified by Pikora (2013). 
Dixon (1996) and O'sullivan (1996) focus attention on the quality of the pedestrian infrastructure 
that provides the conduit for pedestrian movement and pedestrian flow. They state that the better 
the quality of the pedestrian infrastructure then the higher the walking flow as pedestrian feels 
comfortable and safe using good quality walking paths. Dixon (1996) recommends methods of 
evaluating the quality of pedestrian infrastructure according to a qualitative assessment of 
pavement factors such as pavement width, connectivity, pavement grade, level of comfort and 
safety. This method determines a level of service (LOS). These evaluations are based on the 
concept of interaction between pedestrians and motorized transport modes. 
Improvement of the Level of Service of the walking environment is a measurable performance 
indicator that measures improved pedestrian mobility Dixon (1996). Distance between public 
transport stops has been found as a key performance indicator to improving pedestrian mobility 
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Studies by Olszewski (2005) and Crampton (2002) conclude that improving the pedestrian 
infrastructure and minimizing the walking distance between transport stops was an essential 
component of leading to the success of light rail projects in cities. The distance between stops, 
the accessibility of the stations and the connectivity of the walking environment to the stops were 
all performance measures that improved pedestrian mobility.  
The evidence is that the physical characteristics of the walking environment such as; pavement 
width (space allocation); connectivity including distance between transport stations; level of 
service including walkability audits that consider comfort and safety; traffic volume including 
both vehicles and pedestrian numbers are indicators of pedestrian mobility. Measuring these 
determinants will quantify the performance of the walking environment and enable an estimate 
to be made of any improvements in pedestrian mobility. 
Land use factors are considered an important indicator related to the walking environment. The 
land use pattern determines the type of pedestrian in the neighborhood as well as the destinations 
that the pedestrian will use. The land use being commercial, residential or recreational 
determines the purpose of the pedestrian trip. The resident travelling to the commercial area for 
work or shopping purposes and the worker returning home. The resident travelling to the public 
parks or community facilities for entertainment, sport and recreation. 
Talen (2002) and Cowan (2005) define the link between land use and the walking environment 
as accessibility to land use and facilities. It is the quality of the connection between land and 
facilities to satisfy the communities need for primary necessities to maintain a quality of life. 
Carmona (2003) discusses the importance of considering land use in determining the 
performance of the walking environment. This report emphasizes the relationship between land 
use and pedestrian mobility in that citizens need to be able to access places, services and 
facilities to maintain their quality of life. Mixed land use providing residential, commercial, retail 
and entertainment facilities is an indicator of a pedestrian mobile environment according to this 
study.  
The distance and time the population must spend in order to access public spaces such as schools 
or parks is an important factor in assessing the performance of the pedestrian environment. 
Studies by Talen (2002) and Lofti (2009) emphasize this point. Studies by Lee (2006) and 
Hewko (2002) introduce the concepts of land density and diversity as measures of the pedestrian 
environment. These studies suggest the higher density development and mixed-use development 
will generate the desire to walk for communities to satisfy their basic needs. 
Indicators that affect a person’s desire to walk and be mobile are psychological determinants. 
According to Pikora (2003) these factors include the streetscape such as; street furniture, 
lighting, shade and obstacles. Environmental factors that can affect a person’s decision to walk 
are the weather, pollution and noise. 
Pedestrian mobility is a complex phenomenon to define and measure. There are however several 
key characteristics that the literature identifies as indicators of what defines a Pedestrian Mobile 
Environment. The next section of this review looks at research on Pedestrian Safety. 
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4.6 Pedestrian Safety 
A review of published literature to assess the current knowledge of the impact changes to road 
geometry and road characteristics has on pedestrian safety was undertaken. Key characteristics 
researched were; road geometry space allocation within the road reserve, pedestrian volumes and 
vehicular traffic volumes.  
The Roads and Traffic Authority being the Roads Authority in New South Wales have identified 
that the three major factors that contribute to accidents are shown in Figure 13; human error 
factors which are involved in approximately 95% of accidents; road environment factors which 
are involved in around 28% of accidents and vehicle factors which are involved in 8% of crashes 
(Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales 1996). 
These factors often interact with each other to result in an accident. Breaking one of the links in 
the chain is often enough to prevent an accident. The major contributing factor according to the 
Roads and Traffic Authority is the human factor 95% which can be a combination of poor 
driving and pedestrian behaviour and the volume of people using the road be they pedestrians or 
drivers. It is a psychological determinant of pedestrian safety. It is common sense that the more 
people and vehicles within the road environment then the likelihood of an accident occurring will 
increase. 
The road environment factor considers aspects like vertical and horizontal alignment, vertical 
grades and cross-sectional width which is often referred to as space allocation. It is a physical 
determinant. According to the Roads and Traffic Authority this is a factor in 28% of accidents.  
Vehicle factors at 8% are issues associated with the vehicle being brake failure or similar and the 
data shows does not play a major role in contributing to road accidents. 
 
 
Figure 13 Factors which contribute to road accidents. Source: (NSW Road Environemnt Safety 
1996) 
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Pedestrians represent an important part of the traffic system in urban areas. Studies have shown 
that the risk of pedestrians being injured is much higher than injuries to drivers. Hyden (1981) 
have shown analysing Swedish accident data that the number of accidents per million 
driver/pedestrians is three times higher for pedestrians than drivers. 
4.7 Measuring Pedestrian Safety - Determinants 
4.7.1 Pedestrian Volume 
Pedestrian volume or pedestrian exposure has been found to be a major factor in predicting 
pedestrian accidents. Zegeer (1985) studied pedestrian accidents at 1297 signalized intersections 
across 15 cities in the United States. They collected data on 2081 accidents over a six-year 
period and found that the volume of pedestrians crossing an intersection was the most influential 
factor in pedestrian accidents. The study discovered that the frequency of accidents increased 
with increasing pedestrian volumes. Intersections with less than 3,500 pedestrians per day 
experienced 0.533 pedestrian accidents on average per intersection per year while more than 
3,500 pedestrian per day had a frequency of 1.002 accidents per intersection per year. 
Brude (1993) in their study of pedestrian and traffic volumes in Sweden also found similar 
results in that pedestrian volume had a significant influence on the frequency of pedestrian 
accidents across all intersection types. Zeeger (2005) similarly analysed 229 pedestrian accidents 
that occurred over a five-year period and found that pedestrian volume had a significant and 
positive impact on pedestrian accidents. 
This would appear an obvious conclusion as the more people on a road the higher the likelihood 
of an accident occurring. The issue with light rail is that whilst it encourages higher pedestrian 
activity it removes the motor vehicle factor from the accident relationship and therefore has a 
positive impact on improving pedestrian safety. 
 
4.7.2 Traffic volume 
Ludlam (2019) found that cities that had instigated light rail systems to remove motor vehicle 
traffic had 38% fewer transport deaths. A key benefit of a light rail system in a Central Business 
District is the removal of vehicular traffic and therefore the removal of the key cause of injuries 
to pedestrians being the motor vehicle. Zegeer et al. (1985) conclude that traffic volume is a 
major contributing factor to pedestrian accidents. The report also states that for a specific volume 
of pedestrians the frequency of accidents increased with an increase in motor vehicle volumes. 
Similar studies by Stewart (2005) and Brude (1993) also concluded that the volume of vehicles 
per day along any road and at any intersection was significant factor in predicting pedestrian 
accidents. 
These studies used data on average daily traffic along major roads while other studies by Lyon 
(2002) and Leden (2002) considered turning vehicles at major intersections and conflicts with 
pedestrian. These studies showed a clear correlation between traffic volume and the rate of 
pedestrian accidents. Landis (2001) also provided evidence that high vehicular traffic volumes 
and speed have a negative effect on walking and pedestrian safety and comfort. 
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Huddard (1989) recommends that where light rail operates in areas of high pedestrian volume 
then the speed of the light rail system should be limited to 15km/hr. This study which looked at 
light rail in Hong Kong agreed with studies in Australia by Cairney (1999) who found that 
having a clear delineation between the light rail corridor and the pedestrian corridor had a 
positive impact on pedestrian safety. 
4.7.3 Crossing Width 
A study by Davies (1999) looked at reducing the width that pedestrians crossed intersections in 
Nottingham, United Kingdom. It found a reduction in average pedestrian accidents from 4.7 per 
year to one per year. Similarly, studies by Zeeger (2005) and others studied 2,000 crossings in 30 
cities in urban areas including a variety of land uses found that the reduction of crossing width 
by median refuge islands or other traffic calming devices resulted in a significantly lower 
pedestrian accident rate. 
In Australia Cairney (1999) found that a reduction in pedestrian accidents was found where there 
was some form of pedestrian refuge and the width that pedestrians had to cross was narrower. 
This study found that narrower crossing widths resulted in accident rated four times lower than 
wider road widths. 
These studies provide evidence that having some form of refuge or safe area for pedestrian in 
urban central business district areas provides a safer environment for pedestrians which will 
therefore have a positive impact on pedestrian safety.  
The review found that the use of indicators to promote walkability in the design of urban spaces 
impacts the economic, social and environmental sustainability of mobility and safety in the urban 
environment Amoroso (2012). 
A safer pedestrian environment will encourage pedestrians to walk more often and therefore 
result in a more conducive pedestrian mobility environment.  
4.8 Conclusions 
This literature review identifies that light rail transport systems are becoming popular around the 
world and in Australia as a mode of transport that is environmentally, economically and socially 
sustainable. The literature review identifies that it is a transport mode that supports urban 
renewal and encourages people to rely less on motor vehicles and become more active by 
walking more. 
The literature review found that there were common themes and links between the introduction 
of light rail and the removal of motor vehicle traffic in urban cities. This link had impacts on 
pedestrian mobility and pedestrian safety. The review found that studies indicated there was a 
positive impact on both pedestrian mobility and pedestrian safety however there was little data 
available to provide evidence of what this impact was. 
The review found that were several performance measures that were indicators of pedestrian 
mobility and safety. The review found that performance indicators for pedestrian mobility could 
be classified as physical and psychological determinants while indicators for pedestrian safety 
were physical determinants. 
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The performance indicators for pedestrian mobility identified by the literature review can be 
classified as physical determinants and psychological determinants. Physical determinants are; 
mixed land use which is a land use factor; pedestrian travel time which is a transport mode 
factor; pedestrian Volume also a transport mode factor; space Allocation a transport mode factor 
and walkability a transport mode factor. 
Psychological Determinants for mobility are; aesthetics which is a pedestrian mode factor; 
comfort a pedestrian mode factor and safety a pedestrian mode factor. 
The performance indicators for Pedestrian Safety identified by the Literature Review were 
physical determinants which were also found to be indicators of mobility and are; traffic Volume 
a transport mode factor; pedestrian Volume a transport mode factor and space Allocation a 
transport mode factor. 
The review found that performance indicators can support decisions by urban planners. The 
provision of a safe, accessible walking environment which is available to the greatest number of 
places, facilities, service and people is a key aspect of urban space Amoroso (2012). The 
planning and managing of pedestrian spaces need the correct design of paths for both pedestrians 
and transport modes recognising that the road is both a social space and a space for mobility 
Amoroso (2012). 
The review found that the use of indicators to promote walkability in the design of urban spaces 
impacts the economic, social and environmental sustainability of mobility and safety in the urban 
environment Amoroso (2012). 
4.9 Research Question – The Knowledge Gap 
The literature review synthesises that both physical and psychological determinants indicate 
pedestrian mobility and pedestrian safety in an urban environment. The review identified that 
removing motor vehicles from a central business district and replacing it with a light rail system 
was an increasingly popular method for city planners to address sustainable transport needs for 
urban development. The review however identified that there is a lack of and a need to collect 
data as evidence to quantify what the magnitude or extent of impact light rail system has on 
pedestrian mobility and safety in central business district. This lack of data is the knowledge gap. 
The question to be answered by the data collection is, what is the magnitude of change in 
pedestrian mobility and safety as the result of replacing vehicular traffic with a light rail system 
in a central business district of a major city? 
It is the objective of this research paper to answer this question and gap in the knowledge. It is 
the aim of this project to use a single Case Study Methodology to quantify the impact on 
pedestrian mobility and safety and use the results to justify the synthesis identified by the 
literature review. To provide answers to the research question the following questions are 
intended to be answered by the selected case study; what is George Street, Sydney post light rail 
construction like? How is it used by the public? How safe is it and how mobile is it? 
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5 CHAPTER 3 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the research methodology adopted to answer the knowledge gap questions 
identified by the literature review presented in Chapter 2. A research methodology details the 
approach and techniques used to identify, select and process information necessary to answer a 
chosen research question Kallet (2004).  
The chapter is presented in six sections. The first section deals with the research paradigm 
adopted and justification of the approach and methodology chosen for this project. 
The second section will detail and justify the case study methodology chosen and its correlation 
to the aim of the project. I will also discuss and justify the sampling strategy selected for data 
collection and the reasons why this sample data can be used to answer the knowledge gap 
questions identified by the literature review. To answer the research question, it is necessary to 
have before light rail construction data and post construction data to analyse the magnitude of 
change to the pedestrian mobility and safety environment. 
The third section of this chapter will discuss both the primary and secondary data that was 
collected. It is important for both the primary and secondary data to be collected under the same 
conditions for the before construction and post construction phase of the project to ensure 
consistency and maximise the accuracy and reliability of the results. This aspect is discussed 
further in Chapter 4 and 5 as it was not possible due to the timing constraints of this project to 
collect the before and after construction data during the same time period of the year. 
The fourth and fifth sections of the chapter will discuss the analysis of the collected data 
including how it will be presented. The section will discuss how the validity and reliability of the 
data will be justified and how the results may be applied to the broader scenario outside the 
bounds of the single case study. The question of whether the before and after construction data 
results can be applied to answer the knowledge gap for all light rail situations will be discussed.  
Section six of the chapter will consider the limitations and delimitations of the research project to 
identify the shortcomings of the research methodology in terms of the scope of the project. The 
final section of this chapter on research methodology will discuss the consequential effects and 
ethical considerations of the undertaking the project. 
5.2 Research Paradigm 
The research approach adopted for this project will be a mixed methods research approach using 
both qualitative and quantitative primary and secondary data. Bergman (2019) and         
Denscombe (2008) both agree that mixed methods research involves the combination of both 
quantitative and qualitative data methodologies to produce a single research result.           
Bergman (2019) justifies the use of mixed methods research approach from a “completeness” 
point of view. If both quantitative and qualitative research data is used it provides the most 
comprehensive evidence to support a research answer. 
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The collection of quantitative data associated with pedestrian volume counts, pedestrian travel 
time, pedestrian accidents and pedestrian space allocation for the post light rail construction will 
enable the mobility and safety for the completed sections to be quantified. This primary data can 
be compared with the secondary pre-construction data published by the city of Sydney Council 
to analyse and evaluate the impact of the light rail on pedestrian mobility and safety. 
Qualitative primary data was collected using a qualitative walkability audit which enabled an 
evaluation of the psychological determinants of pedestrian mobility and safety. The walkability 
audit also collected quantitative data associated with the physical determinants of pedestrian 
paths, path geometry and path connectivity. 
5.3 Case Study Selection and Justification 
5.3.1 Justification 
To determine an answer to the question raised by the knowledge gap identified by the literature 
review, a qualitative bounded single case study methodology was used. Cresswell (1998) defines 
a bounded case study methodology as one which is confined to specific time and place and 
allows the researcher to undertake detailed investigations into subject of the case study. The 
selected case study provides this opportunity to gather detailed information from a completed 
project at a specific time and place as it is there and available for research. Baxter (2008) 
suggests bounded case studies are appropriate methodologies when the “what is” question 
requires answering. This research paper is answering the research question of “what is the impact 
of light rail on pedestrian mobility and safety in a central business district?” 
Farquhar (2012) also recommends the bounded case study methodology in order to minimise the 
number of variables that can affect the results of research. The impact being considered by this 
project is the impact on mobility and safety. The literature review has identified several 
performance indicators that are both physical and psychological determinants of mobility and 
safety. It is therefore appropriate to use a single bounded case study to limit the variables and 
provide the best answer to the question for the known conditions of the selected case study. 
Farquhar (2012) however also discusses that the findings of a single bounded case study may not 
necessarily be able to be applied to the broader situation or to answer the research question in a 
global context. It is an aim of this project to analyse the results from the case study and compare 
them with the synthesis of the literature review on the impacts of light rail on pedestrian mobility 
and safety. 
The bounds of this case study are the constructed limits of the George Street light rail, which are 
the sections of George Street, Sydney between Liverpool and Bathurst Street, Bathurst and 
Market Street, Market and King Street and King Street and Martin Place (Gehl Arhitects 2014). 
These completed sections of the light rail allowed for an investigative study to be undertaken. An 
investigative case study is an in-depth investigation into a situation (Habib et al. 2014). An 
investigative case study allows the results to be used answer the research question and indicate 
where further research is required (Habib et al. 2014). 
 The selected case study is discussed and shown in more detail in the section 3.3.2. Figure 14 
shows the route of the George Street light rail 
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Figure 14 George Street light rail route showing proposed stops. Source: 
http://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 27/5/9 
 
5.3.2 Selection 
The case study selected for this research project is the George Street light rail which is in the 
Sydney City Council local government area. It is the city in which I was born, raised, educated 
and work. The case study has been selected primarily because it involves the issues that are 
required to answer the questions being asked by the research project. It is a project that replaces 
motor vehicle traffic with a light rail transport system in the main street of the capital city of 
New South Wales. It is a jointly funded project of the City of Sydney and New South Wales 
Government that will pedestrianize the main street of Sydney. 
George Street covers approximately 2.5km from north to south and is considered the spine of 
Sydney. It provides connectivity to the surrounding business, retail and entertainment precincts. 
It links with thirty-five side streets and eight community squares. It is the main thoroughfare to 
access key tourist areas of the Central Business District of the City and the historical first 
settlement area of the Rocks and Circular Quay. It links the key transport hubs of Central 
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5.4 Sampling Strategy 
The sampling strategy chosen for this project is a non-probability sampling method which is a 
research method involving sample selection based on the judgement and discretion (Habibb 
2014). According to Habibb (2014) there are three types of non-probability sampling strategies; 
judgement, convenience and quota sampling. I have chosen to use a judgement and convenience 
sampling strategy of selecting the completed sections of the George Street light rail to give an 
indication of the likely impact for the whole of the project area. 
These sections are; George street between Liverpool and Bathurst Streets and Bathurst to Market 
Streets. This section of George Street included the Town Hall Square and the Queen Victoria 
Building Shopping Centre. George Street between Market and King Street which includes the 
Centre Point Tower Shopping Centre; George Street between King Street and Martin Place 
which includes the financial district. This area is shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. 
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This connection factor gives the data collected in the study validity as it covers a broad range of 
land uses that are linked and connected to each other. This provide the in-depth results that 
Habib et al (2014) says is essential in using a single bounded case study to provide answers to 
the research question. 
The cross intersections of George with Bathurst, Market and King Street all connect the 
entertainment area of Darling Harbour and the Star City Casino, with Town Hall, the shopping 
precinct of the Queen Victoria Building and Centre Point Tower and Hyde Park. Hyde Park is 
Sydney’s major recreational green space with swimming pool facilities. The George Street light 
rail runs in a north-south direction while the cross streets run in an east-west direction. It covers 
an area of approximately 2.5km² and therefore is considered to provide a good sample 
representation of a Central Business District with a high level of pedestrian activity which will 
enable the collection of reliable valid data for the project. 
The main form of primary data collected for this case study was the pedestrian volumes, travel 
times, space allocation and walkability audit of completed sections along the light rail network. 
The data was collected between July 2019 and August 2019 mainly to meet the deadlines of the 
Universities Semester 2. It did not match with the pre-construction data which was collected 
during the month of December and it is a limitation of this project which is discussed in Chapter 
4 and 5.  
The following sections detail how the selection of the completed sections, data collection, data 
processing, recording of the audit and analysis of the results were developed from the literature 
review and how they were applied to my study. 
5.5 Data Collection  
The data collection for this research project involved both primary and secondary data. Primary 
data is data collected by the researcher. Secondary data is sourced from work that has already 
been undertaken previously and by other sources (Habibb 2014). The primary data was physical 
data that I collected with the help of an assistant and included pedestrian volume counts, 
pedestrian travel times, space allocation and the walkability audit. 
The secondary data for pre-construction scenario was sourced from the City of Sydney Council 
The pre light rail construction data was carried out during a one-week period of December 2012 
from 6am to 10pm. This data collection period gave a good representation of peak pedestrian 
movement times as well as representing summertime and the pre-Christmas peak shopping 
period. 
Unfortunately, due to the timing requirements of this project comparative data for the same 
period of December was able to be collected and is therefore discussed further in section 3.11 
Limitations and Delimitations. 
5.6 Types of Data 
As the research approach adopted for this report was a mixed method study, data collected was 
both qualitative and quantitative (Bergman 2008). Quantitative data is numerical whilst 
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qualitative is based on judgement and assessment. Qualitative data collected included the 
components of the walkability audit such as aesthetics, comfort and personal safety and can be 
classified as psychological determinants. This data is based on the attitude and observational 
skills of the auditor and can be assessed as the auditor’s perception of comfort and aesthetics. 
Quantitative data collected included pedestrian volume counts, travel time and space allocation 
measurements. This data represents physical determinants of mobility and safety as identified by 
the literature review. Components of the walkability are also quantitative data such as path 
length and width. The collection of both types of data provided a comprehensive basis to answer 
the research question and address the completeness rationale that Bergman (2008) and 
Denscombe (2008) recommend in using mixed methods paradigms for research studies. 
 
5.7 Field Procedure  
 
A total of 15 days was spent in the field collecting data for pedestrian volumes, travel times and 
space allocation along the selected sections of George Street with the help of an assistant.  Data 
was collected for the weekday and weekend scenario, with Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
chosen to typically represent the weekday situation and Saturday chosen to represent the 
weekend case. Pedestrian volumes were measured over two periods representing the morning, 
lunchtime and evening peaks. The hours of 7-9am were selected to represent the morning peak as 
it was considered that this time was when most people would be on their way to work. The hours 
of 12-2pm were chosen to represent the lunch-time peak while the hours of 4-6pm were chosen 
to represent to evening peak. Mondays and Fridays were avoided as it was considered that many 
people chose these days for rostered days off and work at home days and therefore would not be 
representative of a typical weekday.  
Pedestrian volumes were measured using two digital electronic tally counter which were 
provided to me by my employer. I counted people on the western side of the street heading both 
north and south while my assistant did the same on the eastern side. Numbers of pedestrians 
were counted for each 15-minute period of the hour with the 4 15-minute totals added to give an 
hourly volume. 
It is a limitation of this project that continuous hourly counts were not able to be undertaken to 
match the pre-construction data collected by the Council of the City of Sydney. The secondary 
data available was continuous from the hours of 6am to midnight, however it was not possible to 
match this for this project. 
Pedestrian travel times were measured using a stopwatch and fit-bit watch which are devices that 
have features in them such as measuring times, walking distance and walking speed. Times were 
recorded for the morning, lunch time and afternoon peak to assess the impact of pedestrian 
volumes on travel times. 
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Space allocation within the road reserve was measured using a Leica - electronic distance meter. 
This allowed me to measure the newly constructed space allocation along these sections for 
pedestrians and light rail network and compare this to what it was before the light rail was 
constructed.  The electronic distance measuring device allowed for quick and easy calculations to 
be performed with minimum disturbance to the public. 
5.8 Walkability audit 
 I undertook a walkability audit using a pre-established audit tool produced by the Department of 
Transport of the Western Australian Government. The literature review identified several 
predesigned walkability audits. Connected well maintained footpaths, safe crossing, low speed or 
no vehicular traffic, separation of pedestrian travel paths from traffic, high-density diverse land 
use, green space and a sense of community and security are all factors that need to be measured 
in walkability audits according to (Hutabarat 2009). 
 
The Western Australian Government Department of Transport audit tool assesses the following 
elements; general impressions – form 1; pathways – form 2; crossings – form 3; street furniture 
and signage- form 4; personal safety – form 5; adjacent traffic – form 6; aesthetics and amenities 
– form 7. 
 
The audit tool is a mixture of quantitative and qualitative assessment judging each element on a 
scale of 1 which is unsatisfactory, 2 being unsatisfactory but acceptable and 3 which is 
satisfactory (Transport Department of WA 2011). 
 
This Walkability Audit Tool was selected because it is convenient, safe to use and is not 
expensive. I printed and scanned the number of forms that were required for the selected sections 
to be audited. The tool required the auditor to assess the features of the walking environment that 
are considered key attributes of an environment that encourages the community to walk. The 
audit tool was selected as it required minimal training and is based on a qualitative assessment by 
the auditor. 
 
The tool provided a systematic approach that enabled reliable valid data to be collected and 
compared with similar scenarios. The data collected is intended to be compared with pre-
construction data as well as future completed sections. The systematic, consistent assessment 
process provided by this audit tool will go a long way to ensuring the data is comparable to 
future research scenarios. 
 
A sample of an uncompleted form used is shown in Figure 17 
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collected. Validity relates to the accuracy of the measured data, or the extent to which the results 
represent what it is truth (Habib et al. 2014). To ensure the validity of the collected research data 
the quantitative data collected was based upon the elements considered important to mobility and 
safety of pedestrians. The research approach and data collection methodology are considered 
valid as it addresses the relevant quantitative indicators identified by academics in the literature 
review phase of the project.  
 
The reliability of a research study relates to the consistency of the results. That is the methods 
used in the research methodology should be able to produce the same result with different 
scenarios or attempts (Habib et al. 2014). To maximise reliability a consistent and adoptive 
approach was used. Lincoln (1985) believes that an audit approach is required to ensure 
reliability of research. Woodhouse (2011) also recommends a consistent and standard approach 
to maximise reliability. As recommended a consistent approach was adopted to both the 
walkability audits and volume counts.  
 
To ensure the quality of this report qualitative measures involving observations and judgement 
were incorporated into the walkability audit assessment to complement the quantitative data. The 
quantitative data collected involving volumes, widths, travel times and number of accidents was 
coupled with qualitative data such as amenity and aesthetics. This combination of quantitative 
and qualitative data collection ensures a TCM approach to the project which in turn enhances the 
validity and reliability of the results obtained. 
 
The report has been “peer reviewed” by town planners and surveyors at my place of employment 
prior to submission in order to obtain an independent professional opinion on the research. It has 
however acknowledged that the research results are limited to the completed sections of the light 
rail only and therefore the application of the results need careful analysis and consideration 
before drawing general conclusions regarding the impact of light rail on pedestrian mobility and 
safety. 
 
5.11 Limitations and Delimitations 
The main limitations for this research project were time and cost constraints. This research 
project being undertaken as part of an undergraduate honours research thesis had limited time 
available to be spent on the project. It was not possible to collect pedestrian volumes during the 
equivalent month of December as the project needs to be submitted mid-October. 
 
Data collected is only for the completed sections of the light rail between Liverpool Street and 
Martin Place. The light rail is expected to be operational by mid December 2019 which enables 
future data to be collected to verify the results of this project. The length of the entire light rail 
system is approx. 12-13km long while the length of the route used for data collection is 
approximately 1.0km. This means that the results of this research are only a snapshot 
representation of what the impact on pedestrian mobility and safety maybe. However, it is 
considered to provide a basis for future research to extend the data and analysis. 
 
Under the policies of the University of Southern Queensland was that clearance was needed in 
order to survey members of the public and government bodies, due to time constraints at the 
beginning of this semester there was not enough time to apply for and have clearance to do this 
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in my research project. This eliminated the potential to obtain valuable qualitative data from the 
potential users of the light rail to gauge their understanding of what the impact on mobility and 
safety is. 
 
Another limitation to my research is the fact that the timing constraints restrict me to collect my 
data between the winter months of June – July 2019. This may result in variations to data 
collected pre-construction which was during December 2012. I will need to assess the 
implications of this limitation in terms of the validity of my research. It may be that I can justify 
that pedestrian numbers are generally higher in the period before Christmas and therefore the 
data collected for this project may need statistical adjustment to make the data comparable with 
data collected during different time periods. 
 
Despite the light rail network not being fully completed it will be possible to draw a conclusion 
to answer the research question of what the impact of the light rail on pedestrian mobility and 
safety in a bounded section of the central business district of Sydney is.  
 
 
5.12 Ethical Considerations 
The main ethical consideration faced during the research for this project related to the fact that 
the primary data collected was in a public space. Collecting data in a public place created issues 
with the public’s right to privacy. To ensure that my data collection was done in an ethical 
manner, any data collected including photographs of the area did not include members of the 
public and no interviews or questions were asked to anyone.  
 
Throughout the data collection and analyses process it was important to remain objective to 
ensure that there were no subjective judgements made. The light rail project had caused an 
amount of angst within the local business community due to the impact construction delays had 
on the local businesses. There had been numerous reports in the media of businesses closing as a 
result of construction impacts on trade and customer access. There were times during the data 
collection phase I was approached by members of the public regarding the light rail and the 
impact its construction had on them. It was important not to get involved in discussions 
regarding the project with members of the public. 
 
5.13 Conclusion  
This chapter of the study has detailed the research methodology used in order to answer the 
question what the impact of the introduction of a light rail system is has on pedestrian mobility 
and safety in central business district. 
 It has explained that the study is a bounded single case study based on the George streetlight rail 
in Sydney, Australia in order to limit the variables and allow adequate depth of inquiry into the 
problem. This allow meaningful conclusions to be drawn from this case study.  
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The following chapter, Chapter 4 will discuss the data collection methodology and walkability 
audit in detail. Chapter 5 presents a discussion and analysis of the collected data as the final step 
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6 CHAPTER 4 – DATA COLLECTION RESULTS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the primary and secondary data collected for the selected 
Case Study. Primary data was collected by an assistant and me over several weeks during the 
months of July and August 2019. Secondary data was sourced from the Council of the City of 
Sydney website and was collected during the month of December 2012. 
Data was collected for the performance indicators of pedestrian mobility and safety and 
consisted of pedestrian volumes; pedestrian travel times; pedestrian space allocation, pedestrian 
accidents and walkability. 
Analysis and conclusions of the data results will be presented in latter chapter 5 and 6. 
6.2 Pedestrian Volume 
The literature review identified that pedestrian volumes were a key physical determinant for 
indicating impact on pedestrian mobility. The methodology used for this research project was to 
compare pre light rail construction pedestrian volume data with post light rail construction data 
to see what impact the provision of a light rail has on pedestrian mobility in the CBD. 
The single Cast Study methodology adopted for this Research Project was to collect primary data 
of the post light rail construction pedestrian volumes along completed sections of the George 
Street light rail that had been re-opened to the public and compare it with the secondary data of 
pedestrian volumes collected by the Council of the City of Sydney before George street was 
closed for construction of the light rail project. 
A manual pedestrian count method was adopted using manual counters with careful and 
deliberate observations. Scheider et al (2009) found that manual counts tended to be more 
accurate than automated count methods, however human error can lead to inaccuracies. They 
recommend limiting the number of characteristics being recorded and avoiding continuous 
counts over lengthy periods of time to minimise the impact of fatigue. Manual counts were the 
only feasible option for this project as the costs involved with automatic counts eliminated this as 
an option. The secondary data from the Council of the City of Sydney from the pre light rail 
period of December 2012 was also manually collected. They adopted a method recommended by 
Gehl (2014) which counted pedestrian numbers over a ten-minute period and multiplied this 
number by six to obtain an hourly volume.  
For the purposes of this research project I adopted the methodology recommended by Scheider et 
al (2009) which was to use two observers myself and an assistant on one weekday and one 
Saturday at each of the completed sections. Pedestrian number observations were recorded for 
15-minute intervals over a two-hour period. Three two-hour periods per day were chosen that 
correlated with the peak pedestrian activity time observed from the secondary preconstruction 
pedestrian counts. The time periods selected were the hours between 7-9 a.m. in the morning 12-
2pm midday and 4-6pm in the afternoon. These time periods reflect the morning travel to work, 
the midday lunch and afternoon going home peak pedestrian activities. 
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Pedestrian numbers for the mid-block section of the length of George Street selected were 
counted by myself on one side of the street while my assistant counted on the other side of the 
street. We both recorded the number of pedestrians travelling in both directions over each 15-
minute interval of the hour. The four 15-minute counts were totalled to give an hourly volume. 
Where the hourly volumes become greater than 1000 pedestrians’ groups of 5 pedestrians were 
recorded using the manual counter to avoid overuse of the counter. 
For the purpose of this research project a pedestrian was defined as a person walking, walking a 
bike or using an assistance device such as a wheelchair. People cycling or riding a scooter, or a 
skateboard were not counted. 
The selected sections of the light rail for the data collection were; 
George Street between Liverpool Street and Bathurst Street, George Street between Bathurst and 
Market Street, George Street between Market and King Streets and George Street between King 
and Martin Place. These sections were selected because they are completed and opened to the 
public as well as providing the link between the key City precincts of the Entertainment area of 
Darling Harbour, the administration area of Town Hall, the retail area of the Queen Victoria 
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Pedestrian volumes were also collected at the cross streets of Bathurst Street, Market Street, 
King Street and Martin Place to gauge the impact on mobility for pedestrians crossing the light 
rail route to travel between the Retail and Financial Precincts to the Entertainment Precinct. 
A summary of the primary and secondary data collected is given below in tabular and graphical 
representation. The data collection sheets used to total the hourly pedestrian numbers are 
attached in Appendix 2.  
6.3 George Street – Liverpool to Bathurst Street 
 
A summary of the primary and secondary data collected is given below in tabular and graphical 
form 
Primary data collected on Tuesday 23/7/2019 sunny 9-18ᵒ C. Secondary data from Council of the 
City of Sydney database. 
Table 2 Primary and Secondary Data collection Pedestrian volumes George Street from Liverpool 
to Bathurst Street on weekday 
Time of Day Secondary data Dec 
2012 
Primary Data July 2019 % change 
7.00-8.00am 3300 3110 -5.76 
8.00-9.00am 3580 3920 9.50 
9.00-10.00am 3730   
10.00-11.00am 4500   
11.00-12.00pm 6815   
12.00-1.00pm 5675 6895 21.50 
1.00-2.00p.am 7630 4045 -46.99 
2.00-3.00pm 7815   
3.00-4.00pm 8095   
4.00-5.00pm 7465 7425 -0.54 
5.00-6.00pm 9715 7285 -25.01 
6.00-7.00pm 9720   
7.00-8.00pm 13775   
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6.4 George Street – Bathurst Street to Market Street 
A summary of the primary and secondary data collected is given below in tabular and graphical 
form. 
Primary data collected on Wednesday 24/7/2019 Cloudy 10-16ᵒ C. Secondary data from Council 
of the City of Sydney database. 
Table 4 Primary and Secondary Data collection Pedestrian volumes George Street from Bathurst 
to Market Street on weekday 
  
Secondary Data 
Dec 2012   
Primary Data 
July 2019   
Time of Day       % increase 
7-8:00:00 AM 1895   2695 42.22 
8-9:00:00 AM 4045   3865 -4.45 
9-10:00:00 
AM 2815       
10-11:00 AM 3410       
11-12:00 PM 8225       
12-1:00 PM 3375   5760 70.67 
1-2:00 PM 3380   5670 67.75 
2-3:00 PM 3810       
3-4:00 PM 3665       
4-5:00 PM 6395   6385 -0.16 
5-6:00 PM 5930   5652 -4.69 
6-7:00 PM 6115       
7-8:00 PM 3965       
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6.5 George Street – Market Street to King Street 
A summary of the primary and secondary data collected is given below in tabular and graphical 
form 
Primary data collected on Thursday 25/7/2019 Overcast 8-16ᵒ C. Secondary data from Council of 
the City of Sydney database. 
 
Table 6 Primary and Secondary Data collection Pedestrian volumes George Street from Market 
to King Street on weekday 
  
Secondary Data 
Dec 2012   
Primary Data July 
2019   
 Time of Day       
% 
increase 
7-8:00 AM 1280   2520 96.88 
8-9:00 AM 2940   2765 -5.95 
9-10:00 AM 2030       
10-11:00 AM 1315       
11-12:00 PM 1400       
12-1:00 PM 1325   6670 403.40 
1-2:00 PM 2050   4480 118.54 
2-3:00 PM 2965       
3-4:00 PM 1790       
4-5:00 PM 4195   5740 36.83 
5-6:00 PM 4715   5150 9.23 
6-7:00 PM 3385       
7-8:00 PM 3865       
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6.6 George Street – King Street to Martin Place 
 
A summary of the primary and secondary data collected is given below in tabular and graphical 
form 
 Weekday Primary data collected on Tuesday 30/7/2019 Sunny 10-17ᵒ C. Secondary data from 
Council of the City of Sydney database. 
Table 8 Primary and Secondary Data collection Pedestrian volumes George Street from King 
Street to Martin Place on weekday 
Time of Day 
Secondary 
Data Dec 2012   
Primary Data 
July 2019   
          
7-8:00 AM 2910   4420 51.89 
8-9:00 AM 3580   2965 -17.18 
9-10:00 AM 2310       
10-11:00 AM 1985       
11-12:00 PM 2210       
12-1:00 PM 2780   4180 50.36 
1-2:00 PM 2525   3545 40.40 
2-3:00 PM 3000       
3-4:00 PM 3260       
4-5:00 PM 4945   6510 31.65 
5-6:00 PM 5340   4025 -24.63 
6-7:00 PM 5015       
7-8:00 PM 2620       
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The peak weekday cross pedestrian volume post light rail construction occurred between the 
hours of 12-1p.m with a volume of 3,840 pedestrians this was a significant increase over the 
corresponding pre-construction volume. However, the pre-construction data revealed a peak 
pedestrian volume of 3,245 pedestrians between 5-6p.m with a slight in the post-construction 
data for the same time period. 
The average change in pedestrian volume between the December 2012 and August 2019 counts 
for weekdays was a 27.8% increase with a standard deviation of +/-42.3%. This indicates a 
moderate change in pedestrian movement patterns. The weekend comparison showed an average 
change of +5.9% increase with a standard deviation of +/-3.5%. 
 
6.8 Market Street between Pitt and George Street cross pedestrian movement 
 
Weekday Primary data collected on Wednesday 17/7/2019 Sunny 12-19ᵒ C. Secondary data from 
Council of the City of Sydney database. 
Table 2 Primary and Secondary Data collection cross Pedestrian volumes along Market Street on 
weekday 
    Mon-Fri     
Market - cross 
Secondary Data Dec 
2012   
Primary Data July 
2019   
Time of Day       % increase 
7-8:00:00 AM 1690   2285 35.21 
8-9:00:00 AM 2125   2375 11.76 
9-10:00:00 AM 4230       
10-11:00:00 AM 4075       
11-12:00:00 PM 4175       
12-1:00:00 PM 4060   3860 -4.93 
1-2:00:00 PM 3840   3545 -7.68 
2-3:00:00 PM 4450       
3-4:00:00 PM 4010       
4-5:00:00 PM 4790   3655 -23.70 
5-6:00:00 PM 4985   4625 -7.22 
6-7:00:00 PM 4505       
7-8:00:00 PM 4175       
8-9:00:00 PM 4055       
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6.9 King Street between Pitt and George Street cross pedestrian movement 
 
Weekday Primary data collected on Thursday 18/7/2019 Overcast 10-17ᵒ C. Secondary data 
from Council of the City of Sydney database. 
Table 4 Primary and Secondary Data collection cross Pedestrian volumes along King Street on 
weekday 
    Mon-Fri     
King - cross 
Secondary Data 
Dec 2012   
Primary Data 
July 2019   
Time of Day       % increase 
7-8:00:00 AM 770   1285 66.88 
8-9:00:00 AM 1290   1800 39.53 
9-10:00:00 AM 1250       
10-11:00:00 
AM 815       
11-12:00:00 
PM 760       
12-1:00:00 PM 2215   3780 70.65 
1-2:00:00 PM 890   2250 152.81 
2-3:00:00 PM 175       
3-4:00:00 PM 775       
4-5:00:00 PM 160   2300 1337.50 
5-6:00:00 PM 2180   2305 5.73 
6-7:00:00 PM 980       
7-8:00:00 PM 640       
8-9:00:00 PM 1240       
 
Highlighted data appears to be an “outlier error” as the December 2012 volume of 160 
pedestrians in the hour between 4-5pm seems to be out of character although there was a similar 
low recording of 175 pedestrians between 2-3 p.m. 
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significant in pedestrian movement patterns. The weekend comparison showed an average 
change of +8.6% increase with a standard deviation of +/-5.0%. 
 
6.10 Martin Place between Pitt and George Street cross pedestrian movement 
 
Weekday Primary data collected on Thursday 22/8/2019 Sunny 7-17ᵒ C. Secondary data from 
Council of the City of Sydney database. 
Table 6 Primary and Secondary Data collection cross Pedestrian volumes along Martin Place on 
weekday 
    Mon-Fri     
Martin - cross 
Secondary Data Dec 
2012   
Primary Data Aug 
2019   
Time of Day       % increase 
7-8:00:00 AM 6050   5920 -2.15 
8-9:00:00 AM 2990   3110 4.01 
9-10:00:00 AM 2090       
10-11:00:00 AM 2100       
11-12:00:00 PM 4050       
12-1:00:00 PM 4250   4350 2.35 
1-2:00:00 PM 2520   2710 7.54 
2-3:00:00 PM 2450       
3-4:00:00 PM 2890       
4-5:00:00 PM 5990   5880 -1.84 
5-6:00:00 PM 4200   4330 3.10 
6-7:00:00 PM 1200       
7-8:00:00 PM 750       
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insignificant change in pedestrian movement patterns. The weekend comparison showed an 
average change of +12.1% increase with a standard deviation of +/-8.3%. 
6.11 Space Allocation – Crowding 
 
The literature review identified that space allocation within a road reserve corridor was a 
physical determinant that affected pedestrian mobility. The width available for pedestrian 
movement determines the speed at which a pedestrian can travel and therefore the capacity of the 
pedestrian path. The concept of level of service (LOS) is one used by many authorities in 
determining a pedestrian paths suitability for the use it is intended for. The Transport Research 
Board (2006) suggests the capacity of a pedestrian path is linked to the pedestrian flowrate and 
available width. They suggest that as pedestrian volume increases the speed at which the 
pedestrian can move declines and as pedestrian density increase and the available space 
decreases the ability for the pedestrian to move freely decrease and therefore pedestrian mobility 
decreases. 
In order to determine the available space for pedestrians to move along the completed sections of 
the light rail route I used a Leica electronic distance measurer to calculate the cross-sectional 
width of the completed sections. I have then compared this width the cross-sectional width of the 
pre light rail corridor. 
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6.12 George Street – Liverpool to Bathurst Street 
 


























6.5 m 5 m 3.2 m 12.1 m 3.2 m 
 
30 m 
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6.13 George Street – Bathurst Street to Market Street 
 

























Percentage of Width:   Light Rail: 36.8%          Pedestrian: 63.2%   
4.45 m 5.85 m 3.2 m 5.6 m 3.2 m 
 
22.3 m 
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6.14 George Street – Market Street to King Street 
 

























Percentage of Width:   Light Rail: 37.3%          Pedestrian: 62.7% 
5.3 m 4.7 m 3.2 m 5.6 m 3.2 m 
 
22 m 
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6.15 George Street – King Street to Martin Place 
 

























Percentage of Width:   Light Rail: 38.5%          Pedestrian: 61.5% 
5.5 m 3.8 m 3.2 m 5.6 m 3.2 m 
 
21.3 m 
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The average increase in space allocation for pedestrians in the construction sections of the Case 
study was 21.6% with a standard deviation of +/- 8.5%. 
6.16 Walkability Audit 
The literature review identified that a walkability audit was a suitable tool to measuring the level 
of comfort or psychological determinant of pedestrian mobility. A walkability tool was used to 
ensure a walkability audit was conducted in a consistent and comparable way and to record data 
that can be used to compare results. 
The tool used was one prepared by the Western Australian Government Department of Transport 
which assesses the walking environment from four aspects. Firstly, it considers Access to 
ascertain whether facilities are accessible for all users including seniors, people with a disability 
and prams. Secondly it considers Aesthetics to assess whether the walking environment offers a 
pleasant experience and encourages people to walk. Thirdly it assesses safety and security to see 
if people feel safe to walk during the day. Fourthly it considers Comfort to see if walkers have 
shelter shade and amenities to feel comfortable when walking. 
The audit tool comprises a series of categories under the following headings; General 
impressions and overall impression; Pathways; Crossings; Street furniture and signage; Personal 
safety; adjacent traffic and aesthetics. 
The methodology used is to assess each of the above categories and assign a rating score of 1 to 
3. The ratings are classified as 1 = unsatisfactory, 2 = unsatisfactory but acceptable, 3 = 
satisfactory. Each category has an overall rating assigned based on what the predominant rating 
for the category is. 
A walkability audit was carried out on the completed sections of the Case Study during July and 
August 2019 to ascertain the walkability of George Street for the post light rail construction 
scenario. 
A desktop audit was carried out for comparison purposes using aerial photography from near 
maps dated October 2013 for the pre-light rail situation before construction commenced in 
January 2016. 
The data collection sheets are included in Appendix 3 with a summary of the assessment score 
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George Street – Liverpool to Bathurst Streets 
This section of George Street is 225m long and rises from R.L.16m A.H.D in the south to 23.0m 
A.H.D in the north representing an average grade of 3.1%. 
 
Figure 41 George Street between Liverpool and Bathurst showing contours and grade Source: 
Council of City of Sydney, http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 28 August 2019 
 
A walkability audit was conducted on Tuesday 23/7/19 between 10.00-12.00 a.m. with the 
weather sunny and fine. 
The audit concluded that the general impression of the path was satisfactory with a total rating 
score of 21. In general, the pedestrian path was determined to be of good quality with an even 
surface of granite paving blocks with few obstructions. The pedestrian path had a total width of 
21.8m and an average cross fall of 2.5%. The path is connected and available for shared use with 
cyclists and the light rail. The adjoining land use is predominantly retail/commercial. Motor 
vehicles are excluded from the area except for service and goods delivery vehicles. Signalised 
pedestrian crossings are provided at the intersections  
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Figure 42 George Street Liverpool to Bathurst Street looking south – July 2019 
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Figure 42 George Street Liverpool to Bathurst Street looking north – July 2019 
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Figure 43 George Street Liverpool to Bathurst Street looking west – July 2019 
A rating of satisfactory was given to each of the assessed categories with a summary given in 
Table 18. 
Table 8 Walkability audit summary George Street between Liverpool and Bathurst Streets 
August 2019  
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 3 
Pathways 3 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 3 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 3 
Aesthetics and Amenities 3 
Total Rating 21 
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A desktop audit was undertaken using near map aerial photography dated November 2013 before 
light rail construction commenced. The overall impression was also satisfactory, however the 
audit determined lower ratings for categories; pathways, safety, adjacent traffic and aesthetics. 
These lower ratings were attributed to the fact that the path was narrower with a total width of 
only 11.5m available for pedestrian use and that there was adjacent motor vehicle traffic that 
resulted in a lower scoring for the safety and aesthetics categories. 
This audit resulted in an overall score of 15 out of 21 which is considered unsatisfactory but 
acceptable. 
 
Figure 44 George Street Liverpool to Bathurst Street Nov 2013 showing heavy vehicle traffic 
adjacent to pedestrian path source: Near maps, http://www.nearmaps.com, viewed 27 august 
2019 
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Figure 45 George Street Liverpool to Bathurst Street Nov 2013 street view showing heavy vehicle 
traffic adjacent to pedestrian path source: Near maps, http://www.nearmaps.com, viewed 27 
August 2019 
 
Table 9 Walkability audit summary George Street between Liverpool and Bathurst Streets 
October 2013 (Nearmaps) 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 2 
Pathways 2 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 3 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 1 
Aesthetics and Amenities 1 
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George Street – Bathurst Street to Market Street 
This section of George Street is 390m long and falls from R.L.23.0m A.H.D in the south to 
19.5m A.H.D in the north representing an average grade of 0.9%. 
 
Figure 46 George Street between Bathurst and Market Streets showing contours and grade 
Source: Council of City of Sydney, http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 28 August 2019 
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A walkability audit was conducted on Wednesday 24/7/19 between 10.00-12.00 a.m. with the 
weather overcast. 
The audit concluded that the general impression of the path was satisfactory with a total rating 
score of 20. In general, the pedestrian path was determined to be of good quality with an even 
surface of granite paving blocks with few obstructions. The pedestrian path had a total width of 
14.1m and an average cross fall of 2.2%. The path is connected and available for shared use with 
cyclists and the light rail. The adjoining land use is predominantly retail/commercial. Motor 
vehicles can access the area to service the Hilton Hotel as well as goods and service vehicles. 
This fact resulted in a rating of unsatisfactory but acceptable for the adjacent traffic category. 
Signalised pedestrian crossings are provided at the intersections as well as suitable street 
furniture and shade for pedestrians. 
 
Figure 47 George Street Bathurst Street to Market Street looking north – July 2019 
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Figure 48 George Street to Bathurst Street to Market Street furniture – July 2019 
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Table 20 Walkability audit summary George Street between Bathurst and Market Streets August 
2019 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 3 
Pathways 3 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 3 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 2 
Aesthetics and Amenities 3 
Total Rating 20 
 
A desktop audit was undertaken using near map aerial photography dated November 2013 before 
light rail construction commenced. The overall impression was unsatisfactory but acceptable as 
the determined lower ratings for categories; pathways, adjacent traffic, street furniture and 
aesthetics. 
These lower ratings were attributed to the fact that the path was narrower with a total width of 
only 11.5m available for pedestrian use and that there was adjacent motor vehicle traffic that 
resulted in a lower scoring for the adjacent traffic and aesthetics categories. 
This audit resulted in an overall score of 14 out of 21 which is considered unsatisfactory but 
acceptable. 
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Figure 50 George Street Bathurst Street to Market St –November 2013 source: Near maps, 
http://www.nearmaps.com, viewed 27 August 2019 
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Figure 51 George Street Bathurst Street to Market St Street view –November 2013 source: Near 




Table 10 Walkability audit summary George Street between Bathurst and Market Streets 
October 2013 (Nearmaps) 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 2 
Pathways 2 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 2 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 1 
Aesthetics and Amenities 1 
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George Street – Market Street to King Street 
This section of George Street is 225m long and falls from R.L.19.5m A.H.D in the south to 
16.5m A.H.D in the north representing an average grade of 1.3%. 
 
Figure 52 George Street between Market and King Streets showing contours and grade Source: 
Council of City of Sydney, http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 28 August 2019 
 
A walkability audit was conducted on Thursday 25/7/19 between 10.00-12.00 a.m. with the 
weather overcast. 
The audit concluded that the general impression of the path was satisfactory with a total rating 
score of 21 out of 21. In general, the pedestrian path was determined to be of good quality with 
an even surface of granite paving blocks with few obstructions. The pedestrian path had a total 
width of 13.8m and an average cross fall of 2.5%. The path is connected and available for shared 
use with cyclists and the light rail. The adjoining land use is predominantly retail/commercial. 
Motor vehicles are excluded from the section except for goods and service vehicles. Signalised 
pedestrian crossings are provided at the intersections as well as suitable street furniture and shade 
for pedestrians. 
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Figure 53 George Street Market St to King Street looking north – July 2019 source: Near maps, 
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Figure 54 George Street Market St to King Street granite paver surface – July 2019 
 
Table 11 Walkability audit summary George Street between Market and King Streets August 
2019 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 3 
Pathways 3 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 3 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 3 
Aesthetics and Amenities 3 
Total Rating 21 
 
A desktop audit was undertaken using near map aerial photography dated November 2013 before 
light rail construction commenced. The overall impression was unsatisfactory but acceptable as 
the audit determined lower ratings for categories; pathways, street furniture adjacent traffic, and 
aesthetics. 
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These lower ratings were attributed to the fact that the path was narrower with a total width of 
only 10.0m available for pedestrian use and that there was adjacent motor vehicle traffic that 
resulted in a lower scoring for the adjacent traffic and aesthetics categories. There was no street 
furniture present although street signage was good. 






Figure 55 George Street Market St to King St –November 2013 source: Near maps, 
http://www.nearmaps.com, viewed 27 august 2019 
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Figure 56 George Street Market St to King St Street view –November 2013 source: Near maps, 
http://www.nearmaps.com, viewed 27 August 2019 
 
 
Table 12 Walkability audit summary George Street between Market and King Streets November 
2013 (Nearmaps) 
 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 2 
Pathways 2 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 1 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 1 
Aesthetics and Amenities 1 
Total Rating 13 
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George Street – King Street to Martin Place 
This section of George Street is 155m long and falls from R.L.16.5m A.H.D in the south to 
14.5m A.H.D in the north representing an average grade of 1.3%. 
 
Figure 57 George Street between King Street and Martin Place showing contours and grade 
Source: Council of City of Sydney, http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 28 August 2019 
A walkability audit was conducted on Tuesday 30/7/19 between 10.00-12.00 a.m. with the 
weather fine and sunny. 
The audit concluded that the general impression of the path was satisfactory with a total rating 
score of 19. In general, the pedestrian path was determined to be of good quality with an even 
surface of granite paving blocks with few obstructions. The pedestrian path had a total width of 
13.1m which was the narrowest of the completed sections comprising this Case study.  The path 
had an average cross fall of 2.2%. The path is connected and available for shared use with 
cyclists and the light rail, however there was an element of clutter associated with adjoining 
private development work that resulted in obstructions for pedestrian movement. The adjoining 
land use is predominantly commercial. Motor vehicles are excluded from the section. Signalised 
pedestrian crossings are provided at the intersections. There was minimal street furniture and 
shade for pedestrians which is probably a reflection of the fact that this section of the route has 
only just been completed. Overall the aesthetics of this section was not considered satisfactory 
however it scored a rating of 2 as it was considered acceptable. 
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Figure 58 George Street King St to Martin Place looking north – August 2019 
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Table 13 Walkability audit summary George Street between King Street and Martin Place - 
August 2019 
 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 3 
Pathways 3 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 2 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 3 
Aesthetics and Amenities 2 
Total Rating 19 
 
A desktop audit was undertaken using near map aerial photography dated November 2013 before 
light rail construction commenced. The overall impression was unsatisfactory but acceptable as 
the audit determined lower ratings for categories; pathways, street furniture adjacent traffic, and 
aesthetics. 
These lower ratings were attributed to the fact that the path was narrower with a total width of 
only 9.3m available for pedestrian use and that there was adjacent motor vehicle traffic that 
resulted in a lower scoring for the adjacent traffic and aesthetics categories. There was no street 
furniture present although street signage was good. 
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Figure 60 George Street King St to Martin Place –November 2013 source: Near maps, 
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Figure 61 George Street King St to Martin Place street view – November 2013 source: Near 
maps, http://www.nearmaps.com, viewed 27 August 2019 
 
 
Table 14 Walkability audit summary George Street between King Street and Martin Place 
November 2013 (Nearmaps) 
Walkability Audit Element Rating 
Overall impression 2 
Pathways 2 
Crossings 3 
Street Furniture and Signage 1 
Personal Safety 3 
Adjacent Traffic 1 
Aesthetics and Amenities 1 
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6.17 Pedestrian Travel Time 
 
The literature review identified that pedestrian travel time was a physical determinant of mobility. I 
measured the travel time of pedestrians along the Case Study route as primary data and compared it 
with the secondary data collected by the Council of the City of Sydney pre light rail construction. The 
primary data was collected during the month of August 2019 while the secondary data was collected 
during October 2013. 
The data was collected by walking the route from intersection to intersection three times once during 
the morning peak at 8.00am, once at mid-day at 1.00pm and once in the afternoon peak at 5pm. The 
travel times were averaged to obtain the mean travel time for each of the Case Study sections of George 
Street. 
Pedestrian travel time s for the pre and post construction case are shown in the Table 25 below and 
represented graphically in figure 23 
 
Table 15 Pedestrian travel time Goerge Street from Liverpool Street to Martin Place Pre and Post 

















Bathurst 2.6 2.5 225 1.44 1.50 
Bathurst to 
Market 4.55 4.444 390 1.43 1.46 
Market to King 2.7 2.611 225 1.39 1.44 
King to Martin 
Place 1.75 1.722 155 1.48 1.48 
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2014 25/01/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 0 CENTRAL ST Yes 
2014 31/07/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 45 WILMOT ST Yes 
2014 9/09/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 0 BATHURST ST Yes 
2015 3/12/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 0 LIVERPOOL ST Yes 
2015 23/03/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 30 WILMOT ST Yes 
2015 6/03/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 20 CENTRAL ST Yes 
2015 28/05/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 0 CENTRAL ST Yes 
2016 6/04/2016 Injury GEORGE ST 0 LIVERPOOL ST Yes 
2016 18/05/2016 Injury GEORGE ST 0 BATHURST ST Yes 
2016 16/01/2016 Injury GEORGE ST 0 BATHURST ST Yes 
2016 14/04/2016 Injury GEORGE ST 0 BATHURST ST Yes 
 
This section of George Street was closed to vehicular traffic for the light rail construction on 30 June 
2016 therefore all the recorded accidents are pre-construction accidents. The 18-month period from 30 
June 2016 to 31 December 2017 indicates no pedestrian injury accidents since motor vehicle traffic was 
removed. 
George Street between Bathurst and Market 
This section has a length of 390m and had 16 pedestrian injury accidents occur between 2013 and 2017 
Table 17 Pedestrian Injury accidents George street between Bathurst and Market Street 2013-
2017 
Year Date Severity Street Distance (m) intersection Pedestrian 
2013 24/05/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 15 BATHURST ST Yes 
2013 2/09/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 0 MARKET ST Yes 
2013 18/06/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 10 BATHURST ST Yes 
2013 18/06/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 1 PARK ST Yes 
2013 20/07/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 50 DRUITT ST Yes 
2013 18/06/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 10 BATHURST ST Yes 
2014 23/10/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 2 BATHURST ST Yes 
2014 1/02/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 0 MARKET ST Yes 
2014 23/10/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 10 KING ST Yes 
2015 7/05/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 25 PARK ST Yes 
2015 15/12/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 85 BATHURST ST Yes 
2015 4/05/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 150 BATHURST ST Yes 
2015 14/07/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 0 MARKET ST Yes 
2015 19/09/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 100 BATHURST ST Yes 
2015 30/07/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 0 MARKET ST Yes 
2015 5/11/2015 Injury GEORGE ST 130 PARK ST Yes 
 
This section of George Street was closed to vehicular traffic for the light rail construction on 1 January 
2016 therefore all the recorded accidents are pre-construction accidents. The 24-month period from 1 
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January 2016 to 31 December 2017 indicates no pedestrian injury accidents since motor vehicle traffic 
was removed. 
George Street between Market and King 
This section has a length of 225m and had 5 pedestrian injury accidents occur between 2013 and 2017 
Table 18 Pedestrian Injury accidents George street Market and King Streets 2013-2017 
Year Date Severity Street Distance (m) intersection Pedestrian 
2013 30/08/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 1 MARKET ST Yes 
2013 20/09/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 20 MARKET ST Yes 
2014 23/10/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 10 KING ST Yes 
2014 13/11/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 100 MARKET ST Yes 
2014 24/09/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 50 MARKET ST Yes 
 
This section of George Street was closed to vehicular traffic for the light rail construction on 1 January 
2016 therefore all the recorded accidents are pre-construction accidents. The 24-month period from 1 
January 2016 to 31 December 2017 indicates no pedestrian injury accidents since motor vehicle traffic 
was removed. 
 
George Street between King and Martin Place 
This section has a length of 155m and had 3 pedestrian injury accidents occur between 2013 and 2017 
Table 30 Pedestrian Injury accidents George street between King and Martin Place 2013-2017 
Year Date Severity Street Distance (m) intersection Pedestrian 
2013 27/10/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 10 
MARTIN PLACE 
OT Yes 
2013 24/07/2013 Injury GEORGE ST 12 MARGARET ST Yes 
2014 9/09/2014 Injury GEORGE ST 0 
MARTIN PLACE 
OT Yes 




This section of George Street was closed to vehicular traffic for the light rail construction on 30 June 
2016 therefore all the recorded accidents are pre-construction accidents. The 18-month period from 30 
June 2016 to 31 December 2017 indicates no pedestrian injury accidents since motor vehicle traffic was 
removed. 
All the recorded accidents occurred before the sections of George Street being reviewed were closed to 
vehicular traffic. 
These accidents are shown on the map in figure below: 
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Figure 63 Pedestrian Accident locations George street between Liverpool Street and Martin 
Place 2013-2017 Source: Council of City of Sydney, http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 
28 August 2019 
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This secondary data reveals a correlation between length of road and number of pedestrian accidents 
with the longer the road section the greater the number of accidents. It also shows that the greater 
number of accidents occur in the section of George street Liverpool and Bathurst and Bathurst and 
Market streets. 
 
Figure 64 Number of Pedestrian accidents per length of George street between Liverpool Street 
and Martin Place 2013-2017  
 
6.19 Urban renewal/Land Development 
 
The Literature review identified that high-density land use was an indicator of pedestrian mobility. 
Figure 65 shows the amount of redevelopment occurring in and around the sections of George Street 
that form the Case Study which is the subject of this research paper. 
Secondary data obtained from the Council of city of Sydney since January 2016 when construction of the 
light rail commenced, shows that there are nine developments currently under construction; eight that 
have approval awaiting construction; eight that have been completed within the last twelve months and 
are in a twelve month defect liability period and thirteen that are under review awaiting approval. This 
totals 37 projects that involve redevelopment of land and upgrading of infrastructure works in and 






























length of road (m)
Number of pedestrian accidents for length of George Street
number of pedestrian injuries
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Figure 65 Development activity in and around the George Street light rail route Source: Council 
of City of Sydney, http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au, viewed 28 August 2019 
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7 CHAPTER 5 – DATA ANALYSIS and DISCUSSION 
7.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter discusses the results presented in Chapter 4 and draws conclusions from these 
results. The reader is reminded that this research paper is a single case study of completed 
sections of the George Street Light Rail Project and therefore the results are limited to those 
completed sections only. The Light Rail itself is currently being tested and it is anticipated that it 
will be operational by December 2019. 
The time restraints associated with submission to the University required the primary data 
collection to be undertaken during the months of July and August 2019. The secondary data used 
for comparison purposes was obtained during December 2012 therefore the timing is not ideal 
for comparison purposes. 
Notwithstanding this the results give an indication of the impact a Light Rail has on pedestrian 
mobility and safety in a CBD as the completed sections reviewed in the case study run through 
the main public road of the CBD for a length of approximately 995m. 
7.2 Pedestrian Volume 
The results indicate that the post light rail construction pedestrian activity compared with the pre 
light rail construction case varies significantly during the week along George Street. The results 
are similar the cross streets connecting key precincts of the City to George Street. The change in 
pedestrian volumes is not as significant on the weekends as they are during the week. A 
summary of the results for the completed sections is given in Table 
Table 19 Summary of average pedestrian volume change George St - weekdays 
Section Average % change 
pedestrian volume 
Standard deviation 
George St – Liverpool to 
Bathurst 
-7.9 24.7 
George St – Bathurst to 
Market 
28.6 36.1 
George St – Market to King 109.8 151.8 
George St – King to Martin 
Place 
22.1 34.2 
TOTAL AVERAGE 38.2 61.7 
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Table 20 Summary of average pedestrian volume change George St - weekends 
Section Average % change 
pedestrian volume 
Standard deviation 
George St – Liverpool to 
Bathurst 
7.1 4.3 
George St – Bathurst to 
Market 
1.9 2.4 
George St – Market to King 4.4 1.3 
George St – King to Martin 
Place 
10.2 3.8 
TOTAL AVERAGE 5.9 11.8 
 
The northern section of George Street towards Martin Place showed pedestrian volume 
fluctuations that align with morning and afternoon peak associated with arriving and leaving 
work. This is to be expected because this area of George Street is an employment precinct and is 
a common pattern of a central business district where pedestrian activity aligns with a standard 
workday. 
The southern end of George Street towards Bathurst and Liverpool Streets have higher 
pedestrian volumes and have peaks that continue into the evening hours that are associated with 
the precinct being an entertainment precinct. The Liverpool to Bathurst Streets section showed a 
decrease in pedestrian activity from the pre to post construction case. However, the results 
indicate that there was a general increase in pedestrian volumes. 
Cross pedestrian volume for the streets intersecting George street along the completed route 
show similar distinct peak hour patterns at the northern end of George Street while Market Street 
to the south showing a more dispersed pedestrian volume pattern. Market Street provides a high 
pedestrian traffic corridor indicating its importance connecting the CBD to the entertainment 
precinct of Darling Harbor, however it showed little change in volumes from the preconstruction 
to post case. 
A summary of the cross-street pedestrian volume changes is given in Table 32 
Table 21 Cross street pedestrian volume changes weekday 
Intersecting Street Average % change 
pedestrian volume 
Standard deviation 
Bathurst Street 27.8 42.3 
Market Street 0.6 20.4 
King Street 67.1 54.5 
Martin Place 2.2 3.7 
TOTAL AVERAGE 24.4 30.2 
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Table 22 Cross Street pedestrian volume changes Saturdays 
Intersecting Street Average % change 
pedestrian volume 
Standard deviation 
Bathurst Street 5.9 3.5 
Market Street 6.2 5.0 
King Street 8.6 5.0 
Martin Place 12.1 8.7 
TOTAL AVERAGE 8.2 5.55 
 
The pre-construction data collected used a manual method recommended by Gehl (2014) by 
which pedestrians were counted over a 10-minute period and this count was multiplied by 6 to 
give an estimate of hourly volumes. The method used in this project was to count the actual 
hourly volume and whilst human errors occur in this count it is considered more accurate than 
the method recommended by Gehl (2014). This may explain some of the significant variations 
between the pre and post construction data. 
Notwithstanding the significant variations that the data collection revealed it can be concluded in 
general there was an increase in pedestrian volumes between 5-40% for the post construction 
case and this is an indication of the magnitude of change in pedestrian mobility. 
7.3 Space Allocation 
The data results clearly indicate that there has been a positive increase in the allocated pedestrian 
space within the road reserve width along the George Street corridor. This is a result of reducing 
the road carriageway previously used by motor vehicles and dedicating the extra width for 
pedestrian use. The light rail width is 8.2m while the allocated pedestrian space varies depending 
on the road reserve width of each of the sections of George Street being reviewed. 
A summary of the change in allocated pedestrian space is given in Table 
Table 23 Space allocation change pre to post construction 
 
Section  Pre %  pedestrian 
space  
Post % pedestrian 
space 
% change 
George St – 
Liverpool to Bathurst 
38.4 72.7 34.3 
George St – Bathurst 
to Market 
46.2 63.2 17.0 
George St – Market 
to King 
45.4 62.7 17.3 
George St – King to 
Martin Place 
43.7 61.5 17.8 
TOTAL AVERAGE 43.4 65.0 21.6 
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The above summary shows that pedestrian space allocation for pedestrian use along the 
completed sections of George Street have increased on average from 43.4% to 65.0% of the 
available road reserve width representing an increase of 21.6% of available space. 
This has resulted in the route being able to cater comfortably for an additional 4,230 pedestrians 
per hour before crowding occurs. Table 35 shows the change in pedestrian capacity along the 
route as a result of the light rail construction 
Table 24 Change in pedestrian volume capacity pre to post light rail construction 










George St – 
Liverpool to Bathurst 
6630 14664 8034 
George St – Bathurst 
to Market 
5694 8658 2964 
George St – Market 
to King 
5460 8424 2964 
George St – King to 
Martin Place 
4914 7878 2964 
TOTAL AVERAGE 5675 9906 4231 
 
The above results indicate that these completed sections of George Street can cater for more 
pedestrians with an average increase of approximately 20% in the space allocated for pedestrian 
use. The route is therefore a more mobile and safer pedestrian environment with the magnitude 
of the improvement being of the order of 20% over the pre-construction case. 
7.4 Walkability 
 
The results of the walkability audit show that the post construction walkability of light rail route 
is satisfactory with each of the completed sections achieving a near perfect assessment of 21/21. 
It was only the section between Bathurst and Market and King and Martin Place that received a 
less than perfect rating due to pedestrians having to deal with vehicles accessing and servicing 
the Hilton Hotel along the Bathurst to Market section and the lack of shelter and signage along 
the King to Martin Place section. 
The average post construction rating for the route was 20.25/21 indicating that the route is very 
good for the purposes of safe and efficient movement by pedestrians. This is a direct 
consequence of the widened and upgraded footpaths associated with the light rail construction. 
The preconstruction assessment resulted in the all the routes receiving an unsatisfactory but 
acceptable rating, due to the narrower footpath widths available and the conflict with adjoin 
traffic movement. The average score for the route was 13.75/21 indicating that the 
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preconstruction scenario was a less than satisfactory pedestrian environment in terms of mobility 
and safety. 
The data indicates that there was a 47% improvement in the walkability audit assessment results 
with the average assessment increasing from 13.75 to 20.75 which is to be expected given the 
widened and upgraded footpaths and the removal of motor vehicles from the route. The results 
however are based on a desk top audit using near maps aerial photography from November 2013 
to gauge the assessment criteria for the preconstruction assessment. This is not a perfect 
methodology however in the absence of an actual walkability audit being undertaken during 
November 2013 it is considered acceptable for the purposes of this research project. 
 
Table 25 Walkability audit scores pre and post construction 
Section of George Street Pre-construction audit score Post-construction audit score 
Liverpool to Bathurst 15 21 
Bathurst to Market 14 20 
Market to King 13 21 
King to Martin Place 13 19 
Average score 13.75 20.25 
 
 
7.5 Pedestrian Travel Time 
The results indicate that pedestrian travel time has reduced from the pre to post construction case 
along the route. This would be expected given the wider pedestrian travel paths available in the 
post construction case allowing pedestrians to move more freely. 
Table 26 Pedestrian travel time change pre to post construction  
Section  Travel time – 
preconstruction (min) 
Travel time – post 
construction (min) 
Change (min) 
George St – 
Liverpool to 
Bathurst 2.6 2.5 
-0.1 
George St – 
Bathurst to Market 4.55 4.444 
-0.106 
George St – Market 
to King 2.7 2.611 
-0.089 
George St – King to 




2.9 2.819 -0.081 
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It can be concluded that pedestrian travel times have reduced following the light rail construction 
indicating that pedestrian mobility has improved however the magnitude of the change is 
relatively small and insignificant. 
7.6 Pedestrian Injury Accidents 
 
The secondary data collected from the Council of the City of Sydney indicates that pedestrian 
injury accidents along the case study route have been eliminated since construction of the light 
rail commenced. This is expected as motor vehicles have been removed from the pedestrian 
environment whilst pedestrian activity was significantly reduced during the 18 months of 
construction. The data indicates that there were 37 pedestrian injury accidents along the case 
study section of light rail route. 
The cost of a serious injury accident is estimated to be of the order of $600,000 (ARRB Group 
Ltd Austroads 2005). This equates to $4.4M per year over the 5-year period of 2013-2017. The 
improvement in pedestrian safety associated with the removal of motor vehicles has the potential 
to save the community approximately $4.4M per year based on this data. 
There was no data available for the period since the sections of the route have been reopened to 
the public. However, there have been media reports of accidents and near misses involving 
pedestrians and the light rail during testing. A September 28 2019 media report indicated that a 
teenager was hit while crossing in front of the light rail resulting in minor injuries while it was 
undergoing a test run (News.com.au, 2019) at Randwick which is part of the extended George 
Street light rail.
 
Figure 66 Pedestrian accident on 28 September 2019 involving the George Street light rail during 
testing source: News Corp Australia 
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A similar report on August 12 2019 from the Canberra times involved a man being hit and 
suffering serious injuries by the recently opened Canberra light rail (Canberra Times , 2019).
 
Figure 67 Pedestrian receiving treatment after being hit by light rail in Canberra on August 12, 
2019 Photo John Mikita 
 
Given these media reports it is considered highly likely that pedestrians accidents involving the 
light rail will occur. It will be essential that ongoing monitoring of the route for pedestrian 
accidents is undertaken as the light rail becomes operational.  
Initial indications are that pedestrian safety has been improved however there has not been 
enough time to collect data to justify a conclusion that the construction of light rail has improved 
pedestrian safety in the CBD of Sydney. Certainly, it can be concluded that pedestrian and motor 
vehicle accidents have been significantly reduced resulting in significant cost savings to the 
community, however more time is needed to draw final conclusions about the light rail and 
pedestrian safety. 
7.7 Urban Renewal/Land Development 
 
The data obtained shows there is development activity occurring in and around the George Street 
light rail route. The development is a combination of high-density residential development, 
tourist accommodation and commercial development. The light rail construction provides a 
mode of transport to support the population increase occurring with the urban renewal 
development. 
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This data supports the concepts put forward by (Giles-Corti and Macauley 2014) and (Ludlam 
2019) that light rail construction encourages high density development. The associated improved 
pedestrian mobility comes from the increased population being able to move quickly and safely 
in the local environment. 
The primary and secondary data obtained in the field and from the Council of the City of Sydney 
show increased pedestrian volumes, faster travel times and less pedestrian accidents. Although 
this project has not established that urban development has increased as a result of the light rail 
construction it has established that urban development is occurring along and around the light 
rail corridor. 
 
8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 Aims and Objectives 
 
The aim of this project was to research and evaluate what impact, if any, the introduction of a 
light rail system and pedestrianisation of a highly congested main street of a central business 
district of a major capital city has on pedestrian mobility and safety. 
This aim was achieved by first researching what factors determine mobility and safety and how 
these factors can be measured. The literature review identified that key physical and 
psychological determinants that are associated with a mobile and safe pedestrian environment 
are: pedestrian volume; pedestrian travel time, space allocation; walkability; pedestrian injury 
accidents and urban renewal. 
The literature review found that a single case study could be used to evaluate the impact of a 
light rail system on the pedestrian environment by evaluating before and after construction data 
for the determinants. It was identified that the George Street light rail which formed part of 
South East Sydney light rail which was a jointly funded State and Local Government project 
would be suitable for use as a case study. 
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Figure 68 A view of the light rail under testing along the completed section between Bathurst 
and Market St on 9 October 2019. 
 
The Council of the City of Sydney had before construction pedestrian volume, travel times, 
space allocation and pedestrian injury accidents available. Post construction data for these 
determinants was collected in the field by this researcher and an assistant. A preconstruction 
walkability audit of the selected route was conducted using aerial photography from near maps 
while a post construction audit was undertaken in the field. 
This before and after primary and secondary data collected as part of this research project 
enabled an analysis and evaluation of what impact the George Street light rail has on the selected 
mobility and safety determinants. 
8.2 Findings 
 
The data collected by this research project showed that pedestrian volumes varied significantly 
for weekday counts from the pre and post construction scenario, while weekend volumes showed 
no significant variation. The weekday volumes varied between a -8 and 110 % change in 
volumes with an average increase of 30%. Weekend volumes showed an average increase 0f 7%. 
The standard variation was also high of +/- 60%. Overall the data showed that pedestrian 
volumes had increased as a result of the light rail construction and pedestrianisation of George 
Street. 
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The space allocation data showed that the change in allocated space for pedestrian use increased 
by between 17 and 34% with an average increase of 22%. This resulted in an increase in 
pedestrian carrying capacity of the route between 3,000 – 8,000 pedestrians per hour with an 
average increase of 4,200 pedestrians per hour. This data shows that the capacity and level of 
service for pedestrian movement has increased as a result of the light rail construction. 
The walkability audit results showed that the walkability of the route improved from an average 
assessment of 13.75/21 for the preconstruction case to 20.25/21 for the post construction 
scenario, representing a 47% positive impact. This result indicates that the level of comfort, 
safety and useability of the route for pedestrians has improved as a result of the light rail 
construction. 
The travel times were found to have decreased slightly with an average decrease in travel time 
along the route of 20 seconds. This result is considered insignificant and does not lead to a 
finding that pedestrian travel time has changed as a result of the light rail construction. 
Pedestrian injury accidents along the route were reduced from a preconstruction total of 37 to 
zero at the time of this report being finalised. However this data does not include accidents 
involving the operational light rail and pedestrians that are highly likely to occur once the light 
rail is fully operational in December 2019.  The results indicate that pedestrian accidents have 
decreased as a result of the light rail construction, however there has not been enough time to 
collect data for the post construction scenario and it will be a recommendation of this report that 
future pedestrian accident data be collected. 
The data showed that there are currently 37 urban renewal projects currently under construction 
or under assessment for approval along and around the selected light rail route. This result 
indicates that urban renewal has been activated by the light rail construction. 
8.3 Conclusions 
 
The aim of this project was to evaluate what impact the construction of a light rail and 
pedestrianisation of a congested main street of a central business district has on pedestrian 
mobility and safety. The project considered a single case study of the completed sections of the 
George Street light rail between Liverpool Street and Martin Place, a length of approximately 
955m. 
The data results showed that for all of the physical and psychological determinants of pedestrian 
mobility and safety, identified by the literature review, there was an improvement in their 
measured quantities from before to after construction of the light rail scenario. The extent of the 
impact varied significantly with significant increases in pedestrian volume of the order of 30% 
during the week. This is attributed to a similar increase in the allocated space provided for 
pedestrian use within the road reserve corridor. The average increase in space for pedestrian use 
was of the order of 22% which increased the capacity of the route for use by pedestrians by an 
average of 4,200 pedestrians per hour.  
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The data shows that generally there has been a positive impact of the order of 20-30% on the 
mobility and safety of pedestrians along the route of the George Street light rail. This impact is 
measurable using the identified physical and psychological determinants of pedestrian mobility 
and safety and the methods used in this project are recommended for future data collection 
projects. 
8.4 Recommendations  
 
The data collected in this project and the conclusions drawn are limited to the specific case of the 
George street light rail route between Liverpool Street and Martin Place. The positive results of 
the collected data are encouraging and it is a recommendation of this project to continue to 
collect data on the identified determinants of pedestrian mobility and safety, in particular once 
the light rail is fully operational in December 2019. 
The Council of the City of Sydney have recently installed a series of smart battery operated 
automatic pedestrian counters on street poles in and around the city including along the George 
Street light rail route. Figure 70 shows one of the smart counters which operate using infrared 
sensors to identify pedestrian movement and will provide a continual count of pedestrian 
movement. This technology will allow the Council to understand how people walk and move 
around the city and will provide data for better and informed planning decisions to be made.  
 
Figure 69 A smart counter attached to a stop sign along George Street on 9 October 2019 
The collection of pedestrian movement data and pedestrian injury accident data along the entire 
length of the route is recommended to be undertaken quarterly once the light rail is fully 
operational in December 2019. This will allow for verification of the 20-30% positive impact 
findings of this project which is restricted to the completed section of the light rail between 
Liverpool Street and Martin Place.  
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10 APPENDIX 1 – Project Specification 
 
ENG4111/4112 RESEARCH PROJECT  
Project Specification  
• For: Michael Brisby  
• Title: “The Benefits of Light Rail in George Street, Sydney – Mobility and Safety 
Improvement”.  
• Major: Bachelor Spatial Science (Honours) – Survey Major  
• Supervisor: Marita Basson /Paula Grant 
• Enrolment: ENG4111 – EXT S1, 2019  
                                  ENG 4112 – EXT S2, 2019  
• Project Aim: The aim of this project is to investigate the benefits of Light Rail on 
improved mobility and safety as it applies to George Street, Sydney. Data will be 
collected on the completed sections of the light rail and compared with the pre-
construction data to reach a conclusion on improved mobility and safety. The data to be 
collected includes but not limited to; Pedestrian volumes, Pedestrian travel times, 
Walkability and Space Allocation. 
 
• Program: Version 3, 12 April 2019  
  
1. Obtain approval for “Project Proposal” from USQ Academic Supervisor. 
 
2. Undertake Literature Review on “Urban Transformation”, “Pedestrian Mobility” and 
“Pedestrian Safety” as it applies to Light Rail. Identify missing knowledge on 
quantifying benefits and the need to undertake research project. 
 
3. Research background information relating to George Street, with a focus on its 
mobility and safety characteristics pre-construction of the light rail.  
 
4. Identify existing data sources that can be used as Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 
for “Pedestrian Mobility” and “Pedestrian safety”. Initial research has identified the 
study by Gehl Architects for the city of Sydney Council titled “Benchmark Study: 
George Street Sydney, data collection 2014”. 
  
5. Research existing databases for “walkability audits” such as Department of Transport 
WA, 2011, Walkability Audit Tool, The Government of Western Australia, Perth. 
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6. George Street between Bathurst Street, Market Street and King Street has been 
completed and is open to the free movement of pedestrians with the removal of 
through vehicular traffic. This section will be investigated for post-construction data 
collection. 
  
7. Conduct a “walkability audit” on these sections of George Street including cross 
streets. Obtain post-construction data on pedestrian volumes, travel times, safety and 
space allocation. Conduct a similar “walkability audit” on the adjoining uncompleted 
sections of George Street to use as a comparison. 
  
8. Analyze the results of the “walkability audit” and the comparative data on pedestrian 
volumes, travel times and safety. 
 
9. Prepare Draft Dissertation Report for review with Academic Supervisor  
  
10. Complete Report for presentation at Residential School in October 2019.  
  
11. Submit report for Grading  
 
If Time and Resources Permits  
 
12. Make presentation to City of Sydney Planning Staff  
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12 APPENDIX 3 – Walkability Audit Assessment Forms 












































